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Abstract 
Extended programs are normal programs extended with classical negation. Because of the 

;lassical negation in the head of Ute rules, an exten~ed logic program can be contradictory. 

Human reasoning is ofleo based on conflicting evidence and on assumptions which are not 
:.!ways valid. Our goal is to derive useful conclusions from programs that may be 

;ontradictory. We consider rules to be defaults. RuJe prioritization can be viewed as a tool to 

;pccify confidence infonnation about these defaults. We present a new semantics for extended 

programs witJt rule prioritization, called contradiction-free semantics (CFS). CFS is defined as 
Lhe least fixpoint of a monotonic operator. Every extended program wiUt rule prioritization has 

3t least one stable c-model. We show that the CFS of a program P coincides wiU1 the least 

stable c-model of P. A sow1d and complete proof procedure to answer queries based on CFS is 

d.escribed. 

1 Introduction 
Extended programs provide negative iofom1ation both implicitly (negation by default -) and 

explicitly (classical negation ~). Classical negation is needed: (i) in case of incomplete 

information, since it may not be justlfied for a particular infomllltion to be considered false 

because of absence of furU1er information (closed world reasoning), (ii) when negative 

information shouJd be inferred if some conditions are satisfied, for example, -Jight_orr ~ 

light_on, and (ill) to represent default reasoning and exceptions, for example, some of the 

exceptions of the general rule fly(X)~ bird(X) are: -1Jy(X)~ ostrich(){) and -1Jy(X)~ 

pcnguin(X). 
Several semantics for extended programs have been proposed in Ule literature (19, 10, s. 

16, 17, 18. 22, 6, 23). Yel these semantics are not defined for all extended prog.rams. In (19], 

the well-founded model (20] of an C.'<tended program P is computed as Uaat of a nonnal 

program after replacing every literal ..... L of P with a new atom ..,_L. However, the well-fourlded 

model of an extended program can be contradictory. For example, Ute well-founded model of 

P={-p+--a. p~. b~.} is {-a, -p, p. b} and because oftJ1e contradiction, Pis not given any 

semantics in [1 9). However, intuitively, the rule b~ is not Rsuspect• for the derivation of 

literals p, -p in P and IJIUs b should be true. 
The contradiction removal semantics (CRS), defined in [16, 17], extends the we/1-

(ollnded semantics [20) and avoids contradictions brought about by closed-world assumptions 

(CII'As). For example, the CRS of P={-.p+--a. ph bh} is {p, b) which is non

contradictory. Yet, tltc problem is not totally solved since no semantics is given toP' ={-.p~. 

p~. b~. ) even though b should be true. The same arguments hold for the argumentation 
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semantics [6]. RuJe prioritization can be used to specify the relative reliability of tbe rules. 

Rule prioritization is investigated in [12, 8, 1, 2, 13, 14]. Yet, negation by defauJt is not 

considered in these works. In (12, 8, 13, 14], alternative semantics for ordered logic programs 

are presented. A defauJt in an ordered logic program is a Wl.idi.rectional rule. In [1,2), a defauJt 

is a clause, that is. there is no distinction between tbe head and the body of a defauJt rule. 

A prioritized extended program (PEP) consists of a set of partially ordered rules. Evety 

rule r has a corresponding set Cr ~odyrl which is called the contraposilive set of r. 

Intuitively, an extended program P is contradictory when there is a literal L such that both L 

and --L are derived from P. In this case, there is a rule r such that both Bodyr and -.Jfeadr arc 

derived from P. 1lle value of C,. indicates which rules are "suspect• for the contradiction. 

When Cr=O. only the ruler is "suspect". When C,#{}. the rules used in the derivation of the 

literals in Cr are also "suspect•. To facUitate this reasoning. P is expanded with the 

contra positives r' of every ruler such Uaat Headr• e {-.£1 Le Cr}· When contradiction occurs. 
rule prioritization indicates the relative reliability of the "suspectR rules. We define the 
contradiction-free semantics (CFS) of a PEP. CFS is always defined and non-contradictory. 

Every PEP has at least one stable c-model. The CFS of a program P is the least2 fixpoint of a 
monotonic operator and 1.he least stable c-model of P. When llle HeJbrand base is .finite, the 

complexity of computing CFS is polynomial w.r.l. the size of llle program. 
CFS extends Ute well-founded semantics for nomtal programs (20] to PEPs. The use of 

contrapositives for resolving contradictions in CFS has been supported by (11, 21]. Yet, in 

U1ese works, rule prioritization is not considered and Cr=Bodyr "i/ rule r. Let P be an e"'1ended 

program wi U1 Cr=Bodyr "i/ rule r. Then, the CFS of P is a subset of the generalized stable 

model semantics of P ( 11 ]. if the Iauer is defined. Our semantics is also related to ordered 

logic [8, 13). An ordered logic program can be seen as a PEP wruch is free of default literals 

and Cr=(} "i/ rule r. If P is an ordered logic program then the CFS of P coincides wiUt Ute 

skeptical c-partialmodel of P [8) and is a subset of the well-founded partial model of P [13]. 

The rest of U1e paper is organized as follows. l.n Section 2, we define Ute c-models of a 

PEP. In Section 3, we define the CFS and stable c-models of a PEP. We show U1at U1e CFS of 

a PEP, P, coincides wiU1 tlte least stable c·model of P. In Section 4, we compare CFS with 

other semantics. In Section 5, we present the procedural semantics for CFS. Section 6 contains 

the concluding remarks. 

2 c-models for Prioritized Extended Programs 
Our alphabet contains a finite set of constant, predicate and variable symbols from whlcb 

terms and a1oms are constructed in Ute usual way. A classical literal is either an atom A or its 

1 Body,. denotes the set of literals in the body of ruler and Head r denoles U1e head of ruler. 

2 A sell is U1e least element of a set I iff I e I and Is; J, for all J e L 
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classical negation --A. The classical negation of a Literal L is denoted by ~Land ""'(~L)-L. The 
symbol - slands for negation by default and -(-L)=L, ""'(-L)=L. A default literal is denoted by 
- L, where L is a classical literal. 

A prioritized extended prpgram (PEP) is a tuple P=<Rp, <R>. Rp is a set of rules r: Lo+

L1, ... ,L111,-L111+1, ... ,-Ln, where r is a label and L; are cJassical Literals. Eveey rule r has a 

corresponding set C, r;;.Body,.. calJed the conlrapositive set of r. The precise meaning of c, 
will be given in the definitions. Intuitively, when there is a rule r such that both &dy, and 

~Head, are derived from P, the value of c, indicates the •suspects• for tl1e contradiction. 

When c,=(}, t11.e rule r is considcrec:i incomplete3. When c, ~o. the contradiction is 

considered as evidence that one of the literals in C, was wrongly derived. nius, the CWAs 

and/or rules used in some step of tJ1e derivation of literals in c, are considered unreliable. To 

facililate this reasoning, P is expanded with the contrapositives r' of eveey rule r such that 
Headr• e {""LI LeC,}. 

For example, consider tl1e program P={r1: a . r2: b. r3:p+-a. r•: '"'V'+-b. with C~ = {} 

and C,4 ={}} . Because both o, -pare derived in P and Cn ={},the rule r3 is considered 

incomplete, i .e., r3 should be p+-a,_....p, A sintilar argument applies to ruler4• Thus, literals a, 

b can be reliably evaluated as true but the truth value of p is unknown. In contrast, consider 
the program P' ={r1: a. r2: b. r3:p+-a. r_. : JJH. with Cn ={a} and C,4 ={b}}. Since Cn 

={a}, the rule r 1 used for the derivation of a is considered unreliable. Similarly, tl1e rule r2 
used for U1e derivation of b is considered unreliable. By expanding P' witlt the contrapositives 
r'3: """0+- ""P and r'_.: -.b+-p, Ute derivation of a, b from rules r 1, r2 is blocked and the literals a, 

b, pare evaluated as unknown. The view c,={} for every ruler is implicit in ordered logic (8, 

13] and vivid logic (23). The view c, =Body, for evety ruler is adopted in (II, 21). Yet, 

other vie·.vs such as Cr{} and c, ~Body, for a ruler are also possible. 

The relation~ ~p><Rp is a strict partial order (irreOexive., asymmetric and transitive), 

denoting ilie relative reliability of tl1e rules. Let r and r' be two rules. The nOiation r<r' means 
that r is less reliable tltan r', tltat is, r<r iff (r, r 1e ~· The nolation r ~ r' means that r is not 

less reliable that r '. Note that, r ~ r sittce ~ is irreOexive. Intuitively, when Bodyr is true, 

Head, is evaluated as true iff ""Head, cannot be derived from rules wilh priority no lower tltan 

r. Thus, deciding if Head, is true depends only on the rules r' ~ r. Note that a PEP with 

~={} is an ex1ended logic program. 

The set of instantiated classical literals of Pis called the Herbrand Base (HBp) of P. The 

inslantiation of a PEP, P, is defined as follows: The instantiation of Rp is defined the usual 

3 We say that a rule is incomplete if not all possible exceptions are enwnerated in its body. 
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way. Let r ._ and r'
01 

be inslances of rules rand r' in P tl1en r 01 <r'~n~~ iff r<r'. In all sections but 

Section 5, we assume that programs have been inslantiated and thus all rules are propositional. 
If Sis a set of literals then -S=dct{-Ll LeS} and -.s=~~LI LeS}. 

Defmition 2.1 (11rogram eJ:(lansion): Let P be a PEP. The expansion exp(P) of P is also a 
PEP, defined as follows: 
• For every ruler; H+-L1, ... .Ln of P, exp{P) conlain rules {r't= --L;+- L1, ... .L;.t.L;w .. ·.Ln.~ 

LfE c, and Crt= (Cr-{L; })u{~H}} (called conlropositives of r) and the ruler. 

• The partial ordering of tJ1e rules of P is extended to tile rules of e:xp(P) as follows: If r and r' 
are two rules of P with r<r' (resp. rl:r1 then r and any conLrapositive of r has less (resp. 
neitller less nor more) priority than r' and any contrnpositive of r'. If r and r' are 
conLrapositives ilien rl:.r'. 

Note iliat exp(e:xp(P))=exp(P). 
Definition 2.2 (interpretation): Let P be a PEP. A set 1='1\...J-F is an interprelation of P iff T 
and Fare disjoint subsets of HBp. An interprelation I is consisrem iff there is no L such that 

boU1 Le T and -i.e T. An interpretation I is coherent iff it satisfies the coherence property: if 
Le Ttl1en ~LeF . 

ln interprelation I=Tu-F, T conlalns Ute classically true literals, ~r contains the 
classically false literals and F contains the literals false by default. Tite coherence property 
first appeared in [18] ru1d it expresses tltat if a literal Is classically false then it is also false by 

default 
Dcfinitjon 2.3 (trutl1 \'aluation of a literal): A literal L is true (resp. false) w.r.L an 
interpretation I iff Lei (resp. -Lei). A literal tll8t is neither true nor false w.r.t. I , it is 

undefined w.r.l I . 

An interprelation I can be seen equivalently as a function from the set of ground classical 
literals to {0, 112,1 }, where I(L)=l when L is true w.r.t. I, I(L)=() when Lis false w.r.t I and 
I(L)=l/2 when L is undefrned w.r.t. I. Both \•iews of an interpretation, as a set and as a 
fwtctiou, will be used in the paper. Note that. 1(-L)= l-I(L), for any literal L. If I is a coherent 

inlerprelation then I(L)= I implies I(~L}=O. We define 1(0}= de! 1 and I(S)= de! min{I(L)I Le S} 

where S is a non-empty set of literals. The coherence operator (coh) [18} transforms an 

interpretation to a coherent one. Let 1='1\...J-Fbe an interprelation of a PEP. Then, coli(!) is ilie 

coherent interprelation Tv-F', where F' =Fu{LI ~Le 1). 
ln Defm.ition 2.4, the concept of c-unfounded classical literal w.r.t a rule r and 

interpretation 1 is defined. I represents t11e set of literals kJJown to be true. Tltis concept is used 
in the fixpoint computation of CFS. In particular, a ruler is used for tlle 'derivation of Head, 

only if -.Jfead, is c-unfouuded w.r.t. rand CFS. Intuitively, a literal L is c-unfounded w.r.t. r 

and I if L cannot be derived from tbe rules r' ..,!:. r when literals are assumed to be false as 

indicated in J. 
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Definition 2.4 (c-unfouodcd JiteraJ w.r.t- r and /): Let P be a PEP, r a rule and I an 

interpretation. A classical literal L is called c-wlfounded w.r.t. r and I iff there is a classical 

literal setS s.t. LeS and 'VHeS, if r' is a rule in exp(P) s.t. Heodr• ""'H and r '..f::.r chen (i) 

I(Bodyr•)=Q or (ii) lltere is a classical literal L'eCr· s.L L'eS or (iii) there is a default literal 

-L'eCr •S.L ~L'eS . 

Note that if a literal L is c-unfounded w.r.L rand !then L is c-unfounded w.r.L rand any 

interpretation r ;JI. If a rule r is unidirectional (C,..={}) and I(Bodyr)#J then Headr is not c-

unfounded w.r.l. any ruler' s.t. r ..f::r'. lntuitively, when Cr=Bodyr Vrule r, every rule is given 

higher priority lltan lhe CWAs. In Example 2.1, we show lltat lbis is not true when there is a 

literal Le Bodyr - Cr for a ruler. A11 algori thm that decides if a Hteral L is c-wl.founded w.r.l r 

and I is given in the Appendix. The time-complexity of llte algorillm1 is linear w.r.L the size of 

exp(P). 
ExamJIIc 2.1: Let P be the e:<panded (with contrapositives) PEP: 

Rp ={r1 :fly. r2:-:fly~ -bird. r '2: bird+-fly. witlt Cn ={- bircf}, Cr •2={/ly}} and ~={ } . 

Then, the literal -:fly is c-unfounded w.r.l. r 1 and 0 (in Def. 2.4 take 8-{-:fly, --bird}). This 

implies U13t fly can be reliably derived from rule r1• Intuitively, in thls case, rule r1 is given 

higher priority lltan the cu~. -bird. However, Otis is not the case if Cn= O . Consider the 

prograntP': Rp•={r1:jly. r2:-:fly~-blrd. with Cn=O} and ~={}. 

Then, llte literal -:fly is not c-wuounded w.r.t r 1 and 0 since there is no S to satisfy conditions 

in Def. 2.4. This, intui tively, implies lltat r 1 is blocked and fly is evaluated as unknown. 

Exam11le 2.2: (credit confusion 11roblem) Consider the following expanded PEP, P: 

Rp={ t• If Ann is a foreign student (resp. teaching assistant) tben she needs 12 (resp. 6) credits •1 

r 1: need_credits(an.n, 1 2)~foreign_stud(ann). r 2: need_credii.S(ann,6)~ TA(ann). 

r3: TA(arm). r4: foreign_stud(ann). 

r,: ~nccd_credits(ann,6)~need_credits(ann,l2). 

r '5: ~need_credits(ann, l2)~need_credits(ann,6). 

with CrrO for /=1,2,3,4, Cn={need_credits(ann, l2)} and Cr•s={uecd_credits(ann,6)}} 

and rt<r5, r2<r5, r3<r5, r4<r5, r1<r's• r2<r's· r3<r'5, r4<r'5 aodr1<r2. 

1• Rules r5 and r'5 have higher priority Utan the other rules •1 

The literal ~TA(ann) is c-unfounded w.r.t r3 and 0 (in Def. 2.4 take S={~TA(ann)}). 

So, TA(rum) can be reliably derived from rule r3. Similarly, foreign_stud(ann) can be reliably 

derived from rule r4• Since r1<r2, tbe literal --need_credits(ann,6) is c-unfounded w.r.t. r2 and 

0 (in Def. 2.5 take S={ ~need_ credits(ano,6); need_ credits( ann, 12)}). So, need_ credits(aon,6) 
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can be reliably derived from rule r2. lo contrast. --need_credits(ann,l2) is not c-unfowaded 

w.r.l. r1 and 0. However, if P' is as P witlt ~={} chen --need_credits(ann,6) is not c

unfounded w.r.t r2 and 0 in P'. 

Definition l .S (truth ' 'aluafion of a rule): Let P be a PEP. A ruler in exp(P) is c-true w.r.L 

an interpretation I iff: (i) I(Headr)?:.I(Bodyr) or (ii) I(Bodyr)=I/2 and 1(--Heodr)=l or (iU) 

l(Bodyr)=J and (l(Headr)=l/2 or 1(--Headr)'=l) and -.Jieadr is not c-unfounded w.r.l rand I . 

Definition 2.6 (c-model): Let P be a PEP. A consistent. coherent interpretation I of P is a a

model of P iff evecy rule in exp(P) is c-true w.r.L I . 

Example 2.3: Let P be as in Example 2.1 and M be a c-model of P. Then, flyeM because r 1 

should be c-true w.r.l. M and -7fy is c-unfounded w.r.t. r 1 and M :20. In contrast. fly is not 

true in all models of P' of Example 2.1. The c-models of P ' are M1={-b/rcf}, 

M2=coh({/ly,-bircf}) and M3=coh({-:fly,-bircf}). 

Exam1t1e 2.4: Let P be as in Example 2.2. Then, M=coh({TA(ann), foreign_stud(ann), 

need_credits(ann,6), ~need_credits(ann, l2)}) is a c-model of P. We will show thatM.is the 

unique c-model of P. Let M' be a c-model of P. Then, ~TA(ano), -foreign_stud(ann), 

~need_credits(ano,6), need_credits(ann,l2) are c-unfounded w.r.t. M;;J0 and rules r3, r4 , r2 

and r'5, respectively. Titus, Mc.=,A1'. The literal need_credits(ann,l2)EM' because otJterwise 

--need_credits(ann,6)eM (need_credii.S(ann,6) is c-unfounded w.r.t. r3 and M;;J0) and lltus, 

.M' is contradictory. 
Let P be a normal program and I an interpretation as defined in [19). In [19), a ruler is 

true w.r.L I iff l(Headr)?:.I(Bodyr>· Since P is a nonnal program, the beads of the ruJes are 

atoms. Consequently, Ute bodies of all contrapositives of a ruler in P contain tbe classically 

negative literal ~Headr· Tltis Implies that all classically negative literals are c-unfoLLndcd 

w.r.t. any rule and I . If I' =Jv{-:AI A is an atom of P} Utcn conditions (ii) and (iii) in Def. 2.5 

are nol satis(jed by I', for all rules iu P. This inlplies iliat a rule r in P is c-true w.r.l I' iff r is 

true w.r.t. I . 
PrOJIOSilion 2.1: Let P be a nomtal progrant. M is a model of P iff Mv{-~AIA is an atom of 

P} is a c-model of P. 

3 Contradiction-Free Semantics 
111 tJtis Section, we define Ute contradiction-free model, stable c-models and contradiction-free 

semantics of a PEP, P. We define Ute contradiction-free model of P as the least fixpoinl of a 

monotonic operator and we show that it is the least stable c-model of P. 

Definition 3.1 (W p OJICratur): Let P be a PEP and J a set of literals. We define: 

• Tj(1)={LJ3r:L+-L1, ... ,L11 in exp(P) s.L L;e Tv.!, Vi~ and ~L is c-unfounded w.r.L rand J} . 

• T(J)= v{T/0 (0) I a<w}, where w is Ute first limit ordinal. 
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• F(J) is the greatest set of classical literals S s.l VLeS, if r is a rule in exp(P) with Head,•L 
U1en J(Body,)='() or 3L'eBodyr s.L. L'eS. 

• W p(J)=coh(T(J)v -F(J)). 

When ~Headr is not c-unfoWided w.r.t rand J, we say Uaat r is blocked w.r.l J . Note 
tlmt tlte sequence {T/0 } is monotonically increasing (w.r.l c:). So, T(J) is the least fixpoint 
ofT;. We define the transfinite sequence: /0={), I0 • 1=Wp(l0 ) and 10= v{lb I b<a} if o is a 
limit ordinal. 

ProJIOsicioo 3.1: Let P be a PEP. Val is a monotonically increasing (w.r.l Q sequence of 
consistent, coherent interpretations of P. 

Since {/0 } is monotonically increasing (w.r.t Q , tl1ere is a smallest countable ordinal d 
s.t. lald+J· 

Pro)lositioo 3.2: Let P be a PEP. Then, Jd is a c-model of P. 
Definition 3.2 (contradiction-free semantics): Let P be a PEP. The contradiction-free model 
of P (CFMp) is Ute c-model Jd. The comrodiclion-free semantics (CFS) of Pis t11e "meaning" 

I represented by CFM p. 

IJ1 Example 3.1, we show tltat contrapositives are necessary in order to avoid tile 
derivation of complementary literals in (10 } . 

Exam )lie 3.1: Consider t11e PEP, P=<Rp, ~ >: 
Rp={r1: OK_M. r2: -vings.r3: rings+- OK_M with Cn=Bodyn} andr1<r2<r3. 
Rule r3 expresses tltat if machine M is OK tllen it rings. Rule r2 expresses the observation tlaat 
machine M does not ring. Ruler 1 expresses the assumption t11at machine M is OK. 
The program exp(P) is as follows: 
Rup{P)={r1: OK_M. r2: -rings. r3: rings+- OK_M. r '3: ~K_M f- -..,.;ngs. 
witl1 Cn=Bod.l'n and Cr •3=Body,•3} and r1<r2<r3, r1<r2<r'3. 

Since rings is c-onfounded w.r.l. r2 and 0 , -v-ingseT(0). Since t11e literal ~K_M is not 
c-unfounded w.r.l. r1 and 0 , rule r 1 is blocked w.r.t 0 . Since OK_M is c-unfounded w.r.t r•

3 and 0 , ~K_Me T(0) (derived from r'3). So, T(0)={-rings, ~K_M}, F(0)={} and 
W p(0)=coh({ -rings, ~K _M}). Because W p t 2(0)=W p(0), it follows tllat CFM p
coh((-rings, ~K_M}). 

We wiU show tl1at contrapositives are necesscuy in order to avoid the derivation of 
complementary literals. Assume that exp(P)=P. Then. -<JK_M is c-unfounded w.r.l. r

1 and 0 
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and Ums OK _Me W p(0). Consequently, rings is derived from r3 , since -vlngs is c-onfounded 
w.r.t. r3 and 0 . However, ~ringse Wp(0) (derived from r2) , since rings is c-unfounded w.r.l. 
r2 and 0 . So, W p(0}=coh({OK_}.!, rings, -.,.ings}) which is inconsistent 

Let P' be asP with Ute additional rule r4 : rings. Let r3<r4 , expressing tlaat r4 is a more 
reliable observation than r3. TI1en. W p(0)=coh({rlngs}) where rings is derived from rule r4 . 
Note that ~K_M is not c-wlfounded w.r.l r1 and 0 in P' and t11us r1 is blocked w.r.l 0 . In 
contrast, ~K_M is c-unfounded w.r.l r 1 and W p(0) because Bodyr•3= {-..,.;ngs} is false w.r.l 
Wp(0). Thus, CFMp= W p.t 2(0)=coh({OK_M, rings}). 

Example 3.2: Let P be the program of Example 2.2. Then. CFMp= coh({TA(ann), 
foreign_stud(ann), need_credits(ann,6), ~n:ed_credits(l2)}). lf P' is as P witJ1 ~={} then 
CFMp.=coh({TA(atUl), foreign_stud(ann))) whlch corresponds to t1le skeptical meaning of P'. 
lf P' is asP with Cr =Bodyr Vr t11en ~T A( ann) (resp. --foreign_stud(ann)) is not ·c-wno.unded 
w.r.t. r3 (resp. r4) and 0 because oft1le contra positive of r2 (resp. r 1) in exp(P) So, CFMp;=(} . 
ProJiosition 3.3: Let P be a PEP. 1l1e complexity of computing CFMp is 0(JHBpl•!exp(P)I2). 

An algoriUun for computing CFM p is given in the Appendix. The contradiction-free 
model of a PEP corresponds to tJ1c skeptical meaning of tile program. Other meanings can be 
obtained using tlte transfonuatiou Plcl, where I is an interpretation of P. The transformation 
PI! is defined in [9, 19] for a nonnal program P. Pic! extends PI/ to PEPs. 
Definition 3,3 (transformation PI/): Let P be an expanded PEP and 1 be an interpretation of 
it. The program Pic! is obtained as foUows: 
(i) Remove from Pall rules that contain in tlteir body a default literal -L s.t. /(L)=l. 
(ii) Remove from P any ruler witl1 1(-.Jieadr)=l. 
(iii) If r is a rule in P s.L l(&dyr)=l and l(Headr)= l /2 then replacer with Head,.+-u. 
(iv) Remove from Ute body oftlle remaining rules of P any defaultliteral -L s.t l(L)=(). 
(v) Replace all remaining default literals -L with u. 
(vi) Replace every classically negative literal ;A with a new atom -,_A. 
Exam111c 3.5: Let P be as in Example 2.2 and Mbe as in Example 2.4. Then 
PI) ={need_ credits(6)+-T A(mary). T A( mary). foreign_ stud(mary). 

--need_credits(l 2)+-need_credits(6). } 

The program PIJ is a non-negative program witll a special proposition u. For any 
interpretation J, J(u)=I/2. Wben P is a normal program and M is a model of P [19], PI"M e 
PIM since Steps ( ii), (iii), and (vi) do not have any effect on Pltfl. We say tlta t a model M of 
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P is the leastv model of P iff M(L)~-f(L) for any model M' and classical literal L of P. The 

leastv model of Pis the least fixed point of a monotonic operator given in [19}. 

Definition 3.4 (stable c-modcl): Let P be a PEP and M a c-rnodel of P. M is a stable c-model 
of P iff leastv(exp(P)IcM)=M. 

Example 3.6: Let P' be asP in Example 2.2 witll <1t={}, Let 

M 1=coh((TA(amt), foreign_stud(ann), need_credits(ann,6), -.need_credits(l2)}) and 

M2=coh({TA(ann), foreign_stud(ann), need_credits(ann,12), -.need_credits(6)}). 

Then, M 1 and M2 are stable c-rnodels of P'. 
The program P of Example 2.2 bas a Wlique stable c-rnodel equal to CFM p. 

Let M be a stable c-model of P. Changing tile ordering of the rules in P, U1e condition 
least,,(exp(P)/c}.J)=M will still be satisfied but M may not be a c·model of tile new program. 
For example, let P be as in Example 2.~ and M be as in Example 2.4. Then, M is a stable c
model of P. lf we replace r1 <r2 in P with r2<r1, the condition leastv(exp(P)I)f>=M is still 

satisfied. However, M is not a c-model of t11e new program because -.need_credits(l2) 
becomes c-wtfouuded w.r.t. r 1 and M and thus, r1 is not c-true w.r.l. M, 

1 

PrOJ)OSition 3.4: Let P be a PEP. Then, CFMp is a stable c-model of P. 

PrOI)OSilion 3.5: Let P be a PEP. Then, CFMp is the least stable c-model of P. 

4. Related Work 
The contradiction-free semantics for PEPs is a generalization of U1e 3-valued stable model 
semantics which is defined for nomtal programs (19). 
PrOJIOsilion 4.1: Let P be a normal progrant, Then, M is a 3-valued stable model of P iff 
Mv{ ---AI A is an atom of P} is a stable c-model of P, independently of the ''alues of Cr in P. 

Proposition 4.1 implies that llie contradiction-free model of a normal progrant P 
coincides with tile well-founded model (WFAI) of P (20]. 

In [10], U1e answer-set semantics of an extended program is defined as the intersection of 
its answer-sets. However, the answer set semantics is not defined for all extended programs 
and can be contradictory. Moreover, U1e problem of finding whether an extended progrant has 
an answer set is NP-complete [7). Tlle following relationship between CFS and answer set 
semantics can be shown. 
Pt'Ollosition 4.2: Let P be an extended progran• with Cr={} V rule r. If M*HB p is an answer-

set of P then.Mv{-AIAe M} is a stable c-rnodel of P. 

Prioritization of rules is investigated in (8, 13). An ordered logic program is a partially
ordered set of rules without negation by default. Even IJ10ugb tl1e c-assumption-free semantics 
[8] and assumption-free semantics {1 3} are defined for all ordered logic programs, negation by 
default is not supponed. The skeptical c-partial model of tlle progrant P in Example 3.1 is 
(OK_M, rings}. According llus model, machine A/works OK and it rings even though rule 
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r2:~rings+- bas higher priority than rule r 1:0K_M+-. Tllis unintuitive result is derived 

because in (&], tJ1e rule ordering r' <r represents that rule r is an exception of rule r'. This 
corresponds in our framework with the case that Cr={} V rule r. Indeed, let P' be as program 

p in Example 3.1 wiU1 cr=O V rule r. T11en, the contradiction-free model of P' equals 

coh({OK_M, rings}). Tl1e skeptical c-partial model of exp(P) (P expanded with 
contrapositives) is (}. . . 

In (13], the well-founded partial model of an ordered log1c program P tS defined. 
Similarly to (8], rule ordering in (13} represents exceptions and f\Ot reliabi~ity. Anoll•~r 
difference between the contradiction-free model and the well-founded partial model IS 

demonstrated by the following example. The weJI-founded partial model of P={p. -pt-q. -q. 
q.} is {p}. According to tllis model,p is true even though -p can also be derived from P. The 
reasoning in (13] is l11at the derivation of q is blocked (because of lite rule -p~) and thus, p 
can be reliably derived. In other words, {13) takes an ambiguity blocking approach. In our 
approach, ambiguities are propagated and llius, rule p is evaluated as unknown. No~e that 
CFMp ={},independently of the values of Cr. Proposition 4.3 gives the relationship of CFS 

witJ1 ordered logic. 
PrOJIOsifion 4.3: Let p = <Rp, <1t> be a PEP which is free from default literal and Cr=O 

v rule r. Then, tl1e set of classical literals in CFM p is a subset of the weU-founded 

partial.model of P (13} and coincides witll the skeptical c-partial model of P [8}. 

The use of contrapositives for resolving contradictions appears in ( 11, 21}. Yet, in these 
works, rule prioritization is not cousidered and Cr=Bodyr V rule r (all contrapositives of a rule 

are considered). Let P be an extended progrant. Giordano and MarteUi [11] define a 
generalized stable model of P ~sa 2-valued stable model (9, 10) of the expansion of P with (i) 
U1e contrapositives of tl1e rules and (ii)' tl1e constraints {.l +-L, --LI Le HBp}. Not aU programs 

have a generalized stable model. lf P=<Rp,<1t> with <1t=O and Cr=Bodyr V ruler then every 

genernlized stable model of Pis a stable c-mode~ of P. ~owever, tile opposite is not valid. . 
Let p be a normal program wiU1 constramts. W111eveen [21} defines the strong belief 

revision model (SBRM) of P as U1e IVFM of the expansion of P with (i) the contrapositives of 
the rules. (ii) U1e rules {Lf- -~LI LeHBp}, and (iii) the constraints {.l +-L, ~LI LeHBp}. Let 

P=<Rp,<R> with ~={} and Cr=Bodyr V rule r. We can show U1at if the rules {L~ --LI 
LeHBp} arc removed from the expansion of P in [21) and coherence is enforced in U1e 

computation of U1e SBRM then when l11e SBRM of P exists, it coincides wi~ CFS. 

5 P.-ocedural Semantics 
In this Section we present SLCF-resolution (CF for contradiction-free), a proof procedure to 
answer queries' on PEPs based on Ute contradiction-free semantics. SLCF-resolution is inspired 
by the approach to constructive negation taken in SLDFA-resolution (3,4]. 
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.substitutions in ~o~s are replaced by constraints which are represented by Greek letters. 
The Idempotent substitulJon (x1/t1, ... , xnltn} corresponds to the conslraint x

1
=r

1
, .• ..xn=tn· A 

conslrainl 6 is satisfiable iff CET !=6, where CET stands for the Clark equality theory [IS). 

W~ use t11e Jeuer Q to represent a list of literals. A goal is a fonnula +-6,Q, where e is a 

sall~~able ~nslra~L An SL~F-refutation of a g~ is defined in Def. 5.1. Let t-6,Q be a goal. 

W p (0) 1- 36,Q iff there eXJSts an SLCF-refutatJon of rank a for the goaJ t-8,Q. A selection 

function selects a literal from a goal The selected literal of a goal is underlined, e.g., the 
selected literal of t-8,Q,L.Q' is L. 

Definition S.l: Let P be a PEP and a be a countable ordinal. An SLCF-refUJallon of rank a2:1 

for a goaJ G is a sequence of goals G1, ••• ,Gn s.L G1•G, Gn= t-9" and 'VG1 one of the following 
is true: 
I. (i) G,= t-6,QJ:(x1, ... ,x11),Q' and 

(ii) 3 a variant r: L(t 1, ••• ,tn)+- L1, .•• ,L111 of a rule in exp(P) and 

(iii) 36' s.t. t-6,6',c(-L) r-fails at rankS a (Def. 5.3) and 

(iv) Gl+t= t-6,8',(x1=t1, ... ,xn=tn),Q, L1, ... ,Lm,Q'. 

2. G;= t-8,Q,-L,,Q', where Lis a classical literal and one oftl1e foiJowing 1is true: 

(i) t11ere is 8' s.L +-6,6',L fails at rank< a (Def. 5.2) and G· = t-8 9' Q Q'or 
• l+l ' ' ' 

(ii) there is an SLCF-a>mputed answer 6' of ranks a for t-8 -Land G· = t-8 6' Q Q' 
, · I+J t , , • 

The constraint 6" restricted to the free variables of G is an SLCF-computed answer of rank a 
for G. 

A goal t-9,8',c(L) r-fails at rank a+ I iff every ground instance of 8,8',L is c·unfounded 

w.r.t. rand Wpi0 (0). Thus, condition 1 expresses iliat tlJe head L of a ruler is true if all 

literals in t11e body of U1e rule are true and -L is c-unfounded w.r.L r and CFS. Note that an 

SLCF-a>mpu.led answer of rank a+2 for t-8,-L is 9,6' iff (i) 39' s.t. tJ1e goal +-8,fl ,L fails 81 

rank a+ I which means t11at every ground instance of 6,6' ,Le F(Wpt0 (0)) or (ii) 38' s.l every 

ground instance of 6,8',-Le W p io+2(0) (coherence) . The consLraint 8' in conditions l (iii) and 

2(i) of ~ef. 5.1 can be computed similarly to the way failed answers are computed in [3]. 

D~rinlhon S.l: Let P be a PEP and a~l a countable ordinal. A goal G falls at rank a iff u1ere 

exJsts a tree T s.l. (i) T has root G, (ii) no node ofT has the form t-8, and (iii) 'V node N N is 
a goal and ' 

1. If N= +-9,Q.L.(x 1, ... , xn),Q' s.l. Lis a classical literal then one of t11e following is true: 

(i) N is not ilie root, Ll1ere is an SLCF-computed answer 6' of rank <a for t-8 .....Z.(x ) 
' ..... .xn' 

and Nhas children: +-6,81,Q,c(L(x1, ... ,xn)),Q', ... , t-B,B111,Q,c(L(x
1
, ... , xn)),Q', where 

CET j= 6-.9'v81v ... v6
111

• 
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(ii) For every variant r: L(tt····•tn)+- L1, ... ,L111 of a rule in exp(P) s.t. 8,(x1=t1, ... , xn•tn) is 

satisfiable, N has a child: t-8,(x1=t1, ••• ,xn=tn), Q, L1, ••• , L111, Q'. 

2. lf N= t-8,Q,-L(x1, ... , xn),Q' s.t. Lis a classical literal then one oftl1e following is true: 

(i) TI1ere is an Sl..CF-computed answer 6' of rank <a for t-8, L(x 1, ••• .xn> and N has 

children: t-8,81.Q,-L(x1, ... .xn),Q', ... , .-8,8,,Q,-L(r1, ••• ,xn),Q', where 

CETI= 8-+8'v81v ... v6nr 

(ii) N bas a child: t-8, Q, Q'. 

Definition 5.3: Let P be a PEP, a<!: I a countable ordinal and G= t-6",c(K) a goal where K is a 
classical literal. G r-faifs at rank a iff U1ere exis~ a tree T s.t (i) T has root G (ii) oo node ofT 

bas the form f-9, and (iii) 'V nod.e N, N is a goal and 
I. If N= t-8,Q,c(L.(x1, ... , xn)),Q' s.t Lis a classical literal then one of the following is true: 

(i) N is not the root, there is an SLCF-a>mputed answer 6' of rank< a for t-6,.....Z.(x1, •• ,., xn>• 

and N has children: t-6,61,Q,c(L(x1, ... , xn)),Q', ... , +-6,6111 ,Q,c(L(x1, . . .. xn)),Q', where 

CETI= e-. 6'vB,v .. . vel//. 

(ii) For every variant r': L(t1, ... , t11)t-L1, ... ,L111 of a rule in exp(P) s.t. 8,(x1=t1, ... , x11-tn) is 

satisfiable and r ' ..J::. r, N bas a child: t-B,(x1=r1, ... , xn=tn),Q.L't, ... .L'm,Q', where: 

- if L1e Cr and L; is a classical literal then L'1= c(L;). 

-if L1eCr and L; is Ll1e defaultliteral-L'tben L'1= c(-L1, 

-if L;E Cr and L; is a classical literal then L'1= LJ. 

- if L;E Cr and L1 is the default literai-L' then L'1= -L '. 

2. If N= t-9,Q,L.(x1, ... , x17),Q' s.t. Lis a classical literal then one of the following is true: 

(i) There is an SLCF-a>mputed answer 8' of rank < a for .-9,-L(x1, ••• , Xn) and N has 

children: t-6,81,Q,L(x1, ... , Xn),Q ', ... , .-9,9111,Q,L(x1, ••• , xn),Q', where 

CETI= 6-+ 8'v81v ... v8111• 

(ii) N bas a child +-9, Q,Q'. 

Proposition 5.1 (soundness, comJilctcness): Let P be a PEP, R a selection rule, Q a list of 

classical and default literals and G t-B,Q a goal. If 9' is an SLCF-computed answer for G U1en 

every ground instance of O',Q is true w.r.t. CFMp. If Q'r is ground and true w.r.t. CFMp. and 

'r,9 is satisfiable t11en there is an SLCF-computed answer 9' for G s.t. Q-r is a ground instance 

of 9',Q. Every ground instance of lJ,Q is false w.r.t. CFMp iff the goal t-6,Q fails. 

Exnm)tlc 5.1: Consider tlte PEP, P=<Rp, <lt >: 

Rp={r1: ~(0). r 2: ~(I). r 3: p(X). r4: ~(X)+- -s(X). r~: q(X)t-p(X). 
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Ut C,.=Body,. 'V ruler} and r 1< r3. Then, tlte expanded program exp(P) is as follows: 

:rp<P)={r1: --q(O). r2: --q(l). r 3: p()(). r-4: ~(A.')~ -s(X). r '4: .s(X)~ qCX). 

r3: q(A.')~p(A.'). r'3: ""'PCA.J~ --qCX). with C,.=Body,. 'V ruler} and r1< r3. 

An SLCF-refutation for ~ q(A.) is: G 1 = ~ aCX), G2 = ~ X~1. J!.(.X) (using rule r3 in 

ndhion 1 ofDef. 5.1), G3 = ~ x~t (using rule r3 in condition 1 of Def 5.1). 

1c goaJ ~ X~L. c(--q(A.)) ,.,.fails since there is a tree satisfying Ute conditions ofDef. 5.3. 

~ X~l. C(JlCX}) 
1 (using rule r4 in condition l(li) of DeC. 5.3) 

~ X~l. c<-,~·(A.')) (it is a leaf) 

he goal ~X~I. c('"'P(,\)) r3-fails since there is a tree satisfying the conditions ofDef. 5.3. 

~ X~J . C(""JlCX}) 
I (using rule r'3 in condition l(ii) ofDef. 5.3) 

~x~I. c<~a(X)) 

Note that, since r 1<r3, rule r 1 does not satisfy lhe condition l(ii) orper5.3. 

Since X..el, X= J is uusatisfmble, r2 does not satisfy the condition l(ii) of DeC 5.3. 

1 (using rule r4 in condition l(ii) of DeC. 5.3) 

~x~I. c(~,!(X)) (it is a leaf) 

o, an SLCF-computed answer for ~ q(A.') is X~l. 

Conclusions 
t/c have presented a new semantics for prioritized extended programs (PEP). The semantics, 

ailed contradiction-free semantics (CFS), is a generalization of tlte well-founded semantics 

>r normal programs (20] aJtd defined for aJI PEPs. We describe fixpoint, model theoretic and 

rocedural characterizations of CFS. The contradiction-free model of a program P is the least 

table c-model of P CU!d it represents the skeptical ~meaning~ of P. Stable c-models of P 

::present possible "meanings" of P. The degree of "skepticism" in CFS depends on the 

onLraposHive sets of U1e program rules. 

\ppendix 
..et P be a propositional PEP. CFM(program P) returns the contradiction-free model of P. To 

.ompute F(/) and Ute set of c-unfounded literals w.r.l a rule r and /, tlte complement set is 

:OilStructed first, as in {20). The complexity of Ute algorithm is 0(]HBpl•lexp(P)12). 

::'FM(prograrn P) 
. new_/={}; 

rt)leat 
/=new]' -· 

} 
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reJlUI t• compute T(l) •t 
for each ruler of exp(P) do 

ir Body,. Q~ew J and c-unfoonded(--Head,. r, /) tben add Head,. to new_/ ; 

end t• for •t 
••til no change in new_li 

compi__F={}; 
repeat 1• compute F(l) •t 

for each ruler of exp(P) do 

If l(Body,.)#J and aJ1 body cJassicaJ literals of rare true w.r.t I 

tbeo add Head,. to compi_F; 

end 1• for •1 
unW no change in compi_F; 

for each LeHBp do 

if LE compi_F then add -L to new I ; 

end t• for •t -
new _I= coh(new _I); 

until /=new _I; 
return(/); 

c-unrounded(literaJ L, rule r, interpretation/) t• returns TRUE if Lis c-unfounded w.r.t. r, 1 •t 
{ com pi_ U={}; 

} 

repeat 
for each ruler' of exp(P) s.t. r' *r do 

if l(Body,.•)#J and for each LEBodyr• either Lis true w.r.L compi_U or LE c,.. 
tJ1eo add Head,.• and - ~eadr· to compl _ U; 

end 1• for •1 
until no ch:mge in compi_U; 

If LE com pi_ U then return(TRUE); else retum(FALSE); 
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Previous researchers have proposed extensions of logic programming to sup
por~ nonmonotonic reasoning. Ordered logic programming, first proposed in JS], 
achieves such a goal by allowing rules with negated beads (true negation) in the 
context of an inheritance hierarchy. 
Another area of interest in logic programming is that dealing with the seman
t ics of negation. Recent research focuses on both declarative and constructive 
characterizations of stable models !12]. A peculiarity of this semantics is that a 
program .may ~ave several alternative models (even n one), each corresponding 
to a p oss1ble vtew of the world. This endows logic programming with the power 
to express don't-care non-determinism in a purely declarative framework. 
In this paper we define a stable model semantics for ordered logic programs. 
First, we define stable models and show t hat all such models are minimal. Then . . ' we gwe a constructive semantics and, based on that, an effective algorithm that 
computes one {non-deterministically chosen) stable model (if any). 

1 Introduction 

A cmrent research direction in the area of logic programming is that devoted to the 
de~ition of suitable formalisms for non-monotonic reasoning [5, 6, 11, 4 , 3, 7) In 
particular, ordered logic, first proposed in [5] , is an elegant yet powerfuJ logic that 
models defeasible reasoning by allowing rules with negated heads along with explicit 
preference criteria among such rules. 

For an instance, consider the ordered logic program (simply "program" whenever 
~o ~biguit~ aris~). shown in Figme 1. Here, we have three components, each con
stStmg of an 1dent?./ter and a set of rules. The identifiers are person, unemployed and 
tom. Components are organized into a hierarchical structme, where tom is "lower" 
t han unerr:ployed which, in turn, is "lower" than person. Unlike tra.clitional logic 
programmmg, rules may have negated heads. Thus, negation is considered as true 
n.egation, as a negative fact is true only if explicitly derived from a rule of the program 
(m other terms, a negative information is considered as much valuable as a positive 
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F..,....2:1be_.., ·-

Like in the object--oriented appro3W, properties defined for the "higher" objects 

~ hierarchy Bow down to the "lower" ones. 

ence, the contradicting conclusion tam both po.ys and does not pay taus should 

in our case. However, this is not true. Indeed, by considering the " lower" rule 

Payer +- ~ich as a sort of refinement to the first general rule, the mea.nlng of the 

·am is rather clear: tam does not pay taus, as he is both not rich and unemployed. 

is, -.taxPayer +- -.rich is preferred to the default rule taxPayer +- as the 

rchy explicitly states the specificity of the former (with respect to the object 

e, ordered logic provides support to choose among several contradicting rules 

<plicitly defining a preference order on them. In particular, rules specified at 

lower" levels in the hierarchy are considered preferable to the more general but 

·adictory rules. 
:owever, there are cases where conflicting pieces of information cannot be avoided. 

because they arise from contradicting rules none of them is preferable to the oth

As an example, consider the program reported in Figure 2 which is a reformulation 

e well-known "Nixon Diamond". Here, we intuitively may expect two kinds of 

.ble behaviors. lil a pessimistic approach, we expect the empty set to be the 

el for Nixon. It ·is because there is no way to decide which either of pacifist or 

=i fi st is to be trusted more. Contrary to this, in an optimistic approach, the sets 

oclusions {pacifi st ,goodpresident} and {-.pacifist} are proposed as alternative 

1ings to be assigned to the program. 

~he idea that a program may have several alternative models, each corresponding 

part icular view of the real world, is not new in logic programming. Indeed, the 

!e model semantics, introduced in 12}, provides any non-positive (traditional) logic 

.ram with a number (possibly zero) of intended models. This actually represents 

nceptual novelty w.r.t . the previous approaches for dealing with negation, such 

1e stratified [1, 8, 10, 9] and the well-founded l13}semantics, both relying on the 

:>ns of existence and uniqueness of the intended model. The lack of this two prop

:s in the stable model semantics actually increases the expressive power of logic 

;rams, as it endows logic languages with the power of don't-care non-determinism 

purely declarative fashion. Another advantage of the SMS w.r.t . WFS is minimal 
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undefinedness, i.e., the intended model of a program has not to assign undefined value 

to literals that can actually be classified as true or false. 

Intuitively speaking, there is a correspondence between what we called the pessimistic 

approach to ordered logic programs, and the well-founded semantics of logic program

ming. In fact, the well-founded ·model of a logic program is in the intersection of a.ll 

partial stable models, so _that a given fact is true only if it is true in every stable 

model. For this reason this semantics is often called the certainty semantics, as it 

provides a (possibly incomplete) view of the world where possible inconsistencies are 

resolved simply by assigning them an "undefined" classification. On the other side, 

there is a strict relationship between the so-called optimistic approach and the stable 

model semantics of (traditional) logic programs, as the existence of more different 

intended models is in both cases supported. This semantics is in fact called the pos

sibility semantics, as it only requires a fta.ct to be in any stable model in order to be · 

true. 
In this paper we provide a formalization of the "optimistic" approach in terms of 

a stable model semantics for ordered logic programs. The contribution of our work 

is twofold. First, the semantics of ordered logic programs is given as an extension of 

the stable model semantics as well as of other related concepts as they aie defined 

for traditional logic programs. Second, a constructive definition of stable models is 

provided along with a procedure, based on a backtracking strategy, to compute (in a 

nondeterministic fashion) any stable model of an ordered logic program. 

2 Syntax of Ordered Logic Programs 

This section provides a formal description of ordered logic programs. 

A term is either a constant or a variable. An atom is p(t11 ••• , tn). where p is a 

predicate of arity nand t11 ... , tn are terms. 
A li teral is either a positive literal Q or a negative literal -. Q, where Q is an 

atom. Two literals are complementary if they are of the form P and -.P, for some 

atom P. Given a literal Q, -..Q denotes its complementary literal. Accordingly, given 

a set A of literals, -..A denotes the set {-..Q I Q E A}. 
A role r is a statement of the form H +- B, where H is a literal (head of the 

rule) and B is a set of literals (body of the rule) (note that the head of a rule may be 

a negative literal). Given a ruler, we shall denote by H(r) and B(r) the head and 

the body of r, respectively. 
A term, an atom, a literal or a rule is ground if no variable appears in it. 

Let (C, $) be a finite partially ordered set of symbols, called identifiers. 

A component is a pair< c,D(c) >,where c E C and D(c), the definition of c, 

is a finite set of rules. 
A knowledge base on C is a set of components, one for each element of C . 

In the following we shall denote by < the reflexive-reduction of $. 

Definition 1 Given a knowledge base 1C and an identifier c E C, the ordered logic 

program for c is the set of components 'P = { < d, D( c') >E K:lc ~ c'}. 
I 
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For simplicity, in the sequel of this paper, we shall often call an ordered logic 
:>gram simply "program". 
cample 1 Let C = { c, c1, c2, cs, c4} be the set of object identifiers and { c < C1t c < 
.cs < C21 C < c2,C. < cl} the relation< defined on it. A possible knowledge base 
Cis 

K. = {<c,{t--.pf>, <c1,{-.p-}>, <C2,{--.p-,q-} > , 

<ca. {p +- q} >, < c..,{s +-} >}. 

te program 'P for the identifier c ~ the set consisting of the components in K. with 
mtifiers c, clt c2 and cs. 

Interpretations and Models 
this section we assume that a knowledge base K. is given and a ccimponent c E C 
s been fixed. Let 1' be the program for c. 
The Universe Hp of 1' is the set of all constants appearing in the rules of 1'. The 

:se Bp of 1' is the set of all possible ground (i.e., variable free) literals constructible 
m the predicates appearing in the rules of 1' and the constants occurring in Hp. 
·ain, we note that Bp is finite (as no function symbols are allowed in the language). 
•tice t hat, unlike traditional logic programming, the Base of an ordered logic pro
l iDS contains also negative literals; this is because both negative and positive literals 
! treated in a uniform way in ordered logic. 
A ground instance of r is a rule obtained from r by replacing every variable X in 

>Y O'(X), where 0' is a mapping from the variables occurring in r to the constants 
Hp. We denote by gruund(P) the set of all possible ground instances of the rules 
1>. However, there is problem to deal with: since one rule may appear is several 
ferent components of'P, we require that the respective ground instances are distinct. 
at is, gruund(P) is a multiset. Hence, we can define a function comp - of from 
:rnnd('P) onto the set C of the identifiers associating with a ground instance r of r 
: (unique) component of r. 
Given a program 1', an interpretation for 1' is a set I of ground literals such 

,t I n -,.I = 0 (i.e., it is a consistent set of literals, in the sense that no two 
nplementary literals belong to I) . A ground literal Q is true (resp., false) w.r.t. 
interpretation I if Q E I (resp., Q E -,.I). The set of literals which are neither 
e nor false w.r.t. I is denoted 1 (i.e., 1 = (Bp)- (I U --.J)) . The elements of 1 are 
defined literals. · 
Let I be an interpretation for 1' and r be a rule in gruund(P). A rule r E 
:rnnd(P) is satisf ied in I if either the head of r is true w.r.t. I or some literal in 
t body of r is not true w.r.t . I. 
Next we introduce the concept of model for an ordered logic program. Unlike tra

ionalloglc programming, the notion of satisfiability of a rule is not sufficient for our 
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purposes, in that it does not take intO account the presence of explicit contradictions. 
Hence, we present first some preliminary definitions. 
Definition 2 Let I be an interpretatior. for a program 1'. A rule r E ground('P) 
is overruled in I if there exists a rule r' E ground(P) such that the following con- · 
ditions hold: 1) comp - of(r') < comp- of(r), and (2) the heads of r and r' are 
complementary literals, i.e., H(r) = --..H(r') and {3) B(r') ~ I. 0 

Example 2 Consider the program 'Ptom of Figure 1, and Jet I = {-.rich} 'be given. 
It is clear that the rule r : taxPayer +- is overruled by r' : --.taxPayer - --.rich, 
for the given interpretation. Informally, this corresponds to the intuition that r' is 
"preferable" to r in that belonging to a more specific component. In other words, 
rule r' is considered as a sort .of refinement of the more general rule r . 0 

Definition 3 . Let 1' be a program 8Jld I an interpretation for 1'. We say that a 
rule r E ground(P) is defeated in I if there exists a rule r' in gruund(P) such that: 
(1) neither comp- of (r) < comp- of(r') nor comp- of(r') < comp- of(r), (2) the 
heads of rand r' are complementary literals, i.e., H (r ') = --..H (r), (3) B (r ') ~ I and 
H(r') E J, and (4) r' is not overruled (in I). 0 

Example 3 Consider the program 1'nt%on of Figure 2. The rule pacifist +- is de
feated in I= {--pacifist}, while •pacifist +- is defeated in I = {pacifist}. 0 

We are now ready to provide the definition of model. 
Definition 4 Let M be an interpretation for a program 1'. We say that M is a model 
for 1' if every rule in ground(P) is either satisfied or overruled or defeated in M . 0 

Definition 5 . A minimal model M for 1' is a model for which there exists no other 
model N such that N ~a proper subset of M. 0 

Example 4 The program 1'tom has the unique minimal model {-,rich, -.taxPayer}. 
The program 'Pnir.on has two minimal models, namely, {pacifist} and {-.pacifist} . 
The program 1'1 of Figure 3.a has the minimal models { --,b} and {a,b}. . 
The program 1'2 of Figure 3.b has the minimal models {a, -.b} and {b, --.a}. 0 

. Next we extend to ordered Jogic programs the notion of unfounded set defined for 
logic programs in (13]. 
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Definition 6 Let a program 'P and the sets of ground literals I and X be given. X 
is an unfounded set w. r. t. I if the following holds. For each p E X, for each rule 
r e ground('P) such that H(r) = p, either (1) B(r) is false in I , or (2) B(r) n X# 0, 
or (3) r is overruled in I , or (4) r is defeated in I . 0 

Clearly, the union of two unfounded sets of 'P w.r.t. I is an unfounded set of 
'P w.r.t. I . Hence, there_exists the Greatest Unfounded Set .of 'P w.r.t. I , denoted 
WSp(l). It is immediate to recognize that G.JSp(I) -is a monotonic transformation. 
Proposition 1 Let M be an interpretation for a program 'P. M is a model for P iff 
Bp - M is an unfounded set for 'P w. r. t. M . 

Proof if part. We proceed by negation, assuming that M is not a model for .'P 
and then showing that B'P- M is not an Unfounded set for 'P w.r.t. M . Indeed, if 
M is not a model, there exists a ruler E ground('P), neither overruled nor defeated 
in M, such that H(r) ¢ M and B(r) s;, M. Therefore, since H(r) is in Bp - M, ." 
B'P - M is not an unfounded set. . 

only if part. For any p E Bp - M and ruler E ground('P) such that H(r) = p, 
since M is a model, we have that . r is either satisfied or overruled or defeat~d in M. 
Hr is satisfied then B(r) is not a subset of M (asp¢ M), thus B(t)n(B'P"TM) # 0. 
Hence, B'P - M is an unfounded set. 0 

4 Stable Models 

We have seen in the previous section that programs admit, in general, a number of 
minimal models. This does not actually represent a novelty in logic programming, as 
it is well known that non-positive logic programs are characterized by a multiplicity of 
minimal models (). Various proposals on how to select those that can be considered as 
representative of the intended meaning of a logic program can be found in literature. 
In particular, the stratified (1, 8, 10, 9] and the well-founded (13] semantics provide 
a way to choose one minimal model as its intended model, while the stable model 
semantics assigns each program with several alternative models (possibly none) . 

In this section we· provide a stable model semantics for ordered logic programs. 
We next provide a formulation of the notion of stable model which is a. natural gener
alization of the (2-va.lued) stable model semantics given for traditional logic programs 
[2]. Before giving this new definition, we recall the immediate consequence operator 
T'P: 28 "P -+ 28 "P defined as: T'P(I) = {QI 3r E ground('P) 1\H(r) = Q 1\B(r) ~ I}. It 
is easy to see that Tp is a monotonic transformation in the complete lattice < 28

"P, ~> 
and, therefore, it has the least fixpoint. Now, consider the sequence {T'l} , where T'l 
is inductively defined as follows: rG = 0, T'l = Tp(T'l-1). Clearly, {T'l} is monoton
ically increasing. Since the Base of 'P is finite, {T'l} is upper bounded, so that there 
exists a. natural i such that, for each j ~ i , Ti = Ti. Clearly, 'r coincides with the 
least fixpoint of Tp, which we denote by r.p:>. It is worth noting that Tp(I) contains 
a (possibly negative) literal Q if and only if it is the head of a.· rule such that every 
literal in its body, even if negative, is in I. That is, negation. is considered as classical 
negation. 
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Definition 7 Let M be an interpretation for 'P. A ruler E ground('P) is effective · 
w.r.t. M if it is neither overruled nor defeated in M a..nd, further, B(r) ~ M. 

Definition 8 Let a. program 'P and an interpretation M be given. The reduction of 
'P w.r.t. M is pM = {r e ground('P)I r is effective w.r.t . M }. 0 

Example 5 Given the program 'Pnizcm. and the set ·~~ {pacifist,goodpre~ident}, 
plt4 is the set consisting of the following rules: po.afut +-and goodpresldent +-

ntzon 
pacifist. . _ { } 
For another example, consider again the program of F1gure 3.a. For Mt - -.b ' 
pMt = {...,b +-},and for M 2 = {a, b}, 'PM2 = {b +-a}. 0 

1n analogy with traditional logic programming, we now give the following definition 

of stable model. · 
D efinition 9 Let a. program p and a. model M be given. M is a stable model for 'P 

if M = 7p>M(0). 0 . 
We point out that the above definition of stable model lS very close to the the 

classical one given for logic programs. Intuitively, we define a. st~ble model as a 
model "regenerating" itself- it can be computed as the least fixpomt of a pro~am 
obtained from the original one simply by removing those rules that cannot contnbute 

to draw conclusions. . . 
A first important characterization of a stable model ~ for 'P 1S that the literals 

in it are precisely those that can be derived by the effect1ve rules (w.r.t. M) of 'P. 
Proposition 2 Let M be a stable model for 'P. Then, p E M iff 3r E ground('P) 
such that H(r) = p and r is effective w.r.t. M . 

Proof. By definitio~ 9, M is a fix:point of TpM, i.e., ~ = T'PM (M). On the other 
hand, from definition 8, a. ruler is in pM iff it is an effect1ve rule of ground('P). From 
which the statement follows. 0 

Thus, informaily, stable models support the notion of justifiability, i. e., every 
literal in a stable model is inferable by an effective rule. 

Example 6 Consider the program 'P in Figure 4. The r~uction of the program 
w.r.t. M = {p} is {p +- p}. Indeed, p +- p is the only effective rule w.r.t . M. 
It is easy to recognize that the least fixpoint 7poM (0) is the empty set. We point 
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t that this corresponds to our intuition of stable model (based on the informal 

·tion of justifiability). Indeed, in the program 'P the fact pis overruled by the more 

ecific fact -.p. Thus, no support to infer p from the lowest rule p +- p is provided. 

n the other hand, the reduction of the program w.r.t. M = {-.p} is -.p +- and 

~(0) = {'-.p}. Thus, M = {-.p} is a stable model for 'P. 0 

Propositions 3 and 4 below prove that the class of stable models coincides with 

nt of the unfounded-free models. 

roposition 3 Let M be a stable model for 'P. Then M n WS-p(M) = 0. 

Proof. Let X denote M n WS-p(M). By way of contradiction, assume that X 

not empty. Then, we show that the set N = M - X is a fixpoint o~ TpM, thus 

•ntradicting the assumption that M is a stable model (that is, the least fixpoint of 

oM, by definition 9). Indeed, p E N iff there exists r E ground('PM) such that 

(r) ~ M (as N ~ M and M is a fixpoint of TpM) . On the other hand, it is 

1mediate to recognize that B{r) n X = 0 holds (otherwise p would belong to X). 

cnce, p E N iff there exists r E ground('PM) such t hat B(r) ~ N. Thus, N is a 

<point of TpM. o 
roposition 4 Let M be a model for 'P such that M n GJS-p(M) T 0. Then, M is 

stable model for 'P. 

Proof. M n WS-p(M} = 0 implies that, for each p E M, there is a rule r E 

.-ound(P) with head p whose body B(r) is not false in M (i.e., B(r) ~ M U M), 

'(r)nGJS.p(M) = 0 and, further, it is neither defeated nor overruled in M. However, 

nee M is a model, by proposition 1, M ~ GJS-p(M) follows, so that B(r) ~ M holds 

'therwise p would be in GJS-p(M)). Thus, r is effective w.r.t. M . We note that, by 

efinition 8, r E ground(TpM ). On the other hand, since M is a model, cannot exist 

n effective rule r E ground(P) such that H ( r) ¢. M. Therefore, since r belongs to 

round(PM), we can easily recognize that M is a fixpoint ofT-p.M. Now, we conclude 

y showing that so subset N of M is a fixpoint of TpM. By way of contradiction, 

ssume N = TpM (N). Let p E M - N, then there exists r e ground('PM) such 

:1at B(r) ~ M (as M is a fixpoint of T-p.....t) and B(r) n (M- N) ::/; 0 (otherwise p 

•ould be inN). Hence, M- N is an unfounded set w.r.t. M (thus contradicting the 

ypothesis M n WS-p(M) = 0). o 
From the above propositions, it turns out that stable models are minimal models. 

~orollary 1 Let M be a stable model for 'P. Then, M is a minimal model of'P. 

Proof Straightforward. 0 

jxample 7 The unique minimal model {-.rich, -.taxPayer} of 'Ptom is also a stable 

:lOdel. 
~he interpretations {pacifist, goodpre.sident} and {-.pacifi st} are both stable models 

:>r Pnixon· 

~he program of Figure 3.a bas the uruque stable model {...,b}. Notice that the other 

ninimal model {a,b} (see Example 4) is not stable in that neither a nor b can be 

lerlved from the program. . 

3oth the minimal models {a, -.b} and {b, -,a} of'P2 (see Figure 3.b) are stable models. 

~inal ly, no stable model exists for the program P3 of Figure 5. 0 
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5 A Fixpoint Semantics 

Now that we have the appropriate declarative concepts, we provide a fixpoint seman

tics of stable models. We next define the transformation Wp . As it will be shown 

next, Wp provides the ground for the computation of stable models. 

Definition 10 Let 'P be a program. Define the transformation Wp : 28 " - 28 " as 

follows: 

Wp(l) = Tp(l) n -..WSp(l) 

0 

Clearly, Wp is monotonic in the complete lattice < 28 ", ~>. Therefore it bas 

the least fix.point. Consider now the sequence {Wn} inductively defined as follows: 

W 0 = 0, wn = W-p(wn- 1) . Since the Base of 'Pis finite, {Wn} is upper bounded, · 

so that there exists a natura.J i such that, for each j ~ i, Wi = W'. Clearly, W' 

coincides with the least fix.point of Wp , which we denote by W;'(0) : 

Having defined the transformation Wp, we next provide a number of results stating 

the relationship between the Wp operator and the stable models of P. .' 

Proposition 5 Let M be a stable model for P . Then it is a fixpoint of Wp. 

Proof. By proposition 2, M stable implies that p E M iff there exists an effective 

rule r E ground('P). Further, by proposition 1, -..M ~ WS-p(M) (thus, ...,,p E 

WS-p(M)). Hence, M is a fixpoint of Wp 0 

Proposition 5 states that any stable model can be computed as a fixpoint of the 

Wp operator. Unfortunately, not every fixpoint of Wp is a stable model. 

Example 8 Consider the program of Figure 4. It is easy to see that {p} is a fixpoint 

of Wp but it is not a stable model (see Example 6). 0 

Thus, we need to state conditions allowing us to recognize, from among the fix

points of Wp, those that are stable models. To this end, we provide the following 

preliminary definition. 

Definition 11 Given an interpretation I and a program 'P, an undefined ground 

literal Q E 1 is possibly-true w. r. t. I if 3r E groond(P} with head Q such that: 

(1) B(r) ~ I , and (2) r is not overruled w.r.t. I. We denote PT-p(l) the set of 

possibly-true facts of P w.r.t. I . 0 

Example 9 For the program of the example 8, the set of possibly-true facts, w.r.t. 

the interpretation {-.a}, is { -.b}. Indeed, the rule -.b +- verifies all of t he conditions 

of definition 11. . 

As another example, for the program of Figure 4.b, the set of possibly-true facts w.r.t. 

the empty set is {-,a, -.b }. 0 

Proposition 6 Let M be an interpretation such that M = Wp(M) , MnWS-p(M) = 
0 and PT-p(M) = 0. Then M is a stable model for 'P. 
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Proof. By definition of W,, M = W,(M) implies that, for each p EM, -.p E 

VSp(M), i.e., -..M s GJS,(M). 

Now, from the condition PTp(M) = 0, we have that for each p EM and every 

ule r with H(r) = p, either B(r) ~ M (i.e., B(r) s -..MUM) or r is overruled in 

J . Bence, M is an unfounded set (w.r.t. M). · 

Since, by hypothesis, M n GJS,(M) = 0, it immediately follows that B, - M = 

~ u -..M is an unfounded set for 'P w .. r.t . M (in particular, the greatest unfounded 

:et). Thus, the statement follows from propositions 1 and 4. 0 

Example 10 Consider again the program 7>1 of Figure 4.a. Note that M = {a, b} is a 

ixpoint of w, and that PT,1 (M) = 0. Indeed, M is a model for 'P1 (see example 4). 

However , M is not stabJe as it is not unfounded-free. Conversely, the set M1 = {-.b} 

is a unfounded-free fixpoint of Wp for which PT,(Ml) = 0 holds. Indeed, M is a 

stable model of 'P. 0 

Thus, we have shown that all fixpoints of w, that are unfounded-free and for 

which the condition PT-p(M) = 0 holds, are stable models for 'P. Next we show that 

such fixpoints are the only stable models of 'P. 

Lemma 1 Let M be a model for 'P. Then PT-p(M) = 0. 

Proof. By way of contradiction, assume that there exists p E PT,(M). Thus, 

t here is a ruler e ground('P) such that H (r) = p, B (r) s M and r is not over

ruled in M . But, if so, by the hypothesis that M is a model, H(r) eM follows (a 

contradiction, as PT-p(M) ~ M). 0 

Proposition 7 LetM be a stable modelfor'P. Then, M = W-p (M), MnaJS,(M) = 

0 and PT,(M) = 0. . 

Proof. Immediate from propositions 5 and 3 and lemma 1. 0 

6 Computing Stable Models 

In the previous section we have seen that, to determine a stable model, we have 

to "navigate" through the unfounded-free fixpoints of the Wp operator and then 

checking whether the associated set of possibly-true facts is empty. In this section we 

show how to "navigate", that is, we provide a constructive way to determine stable 

models. We start by showing that the least fixoint of Wp is contained in any stable 

model (if any) of'P. 

Proposition 8 Let M be a stable model for 'P. Then, {1) Wpo(0) ~ M and (!} 

wpo(0) n GJSp(Wpo(0)) = 0 

· Proof. 1) By proposition 5, any stable model is a fixpoint of Wp. Since Wpo(0) 

is contained in any fixpoint of Wp, it is clearly contained in any stable model of 'P. 

2) Basis( i = 0). Trivial, as V0 = 0. 
Induction( i > 0). Let p be a liter al in W'- w•-t. Thus, there exists r e ground('P) 

such that H (r) = p, B(r) s w•-• and -.p e GJS,(W'-1 ). Note that, since w•-1 n 

GJS-p(Wpo(0)) = 0 (inductive hypothesis), r is neither defeated nor overruJed in 

w•- 1 (otherwise -.p ¢ GJSp(wi- l)). We proceed by contradiction, assuming that 

p E GJS,(Wpo(0)). Now, w•-t n GJS-p(Wpo(0)) = 0 and B(r) ~ w•-t imply 
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B(r) n GJS,(Wpo(0)) = 0. FUrther, B (r) ~ W.pc>(0) holds (as w•-1 s W.pc>(0)). 

Hence, in order p E GJSp(W.pc>(0)), r must be either defeated or overruJed in W.pc>(0). 

To this end, there must exist a conflicting ruler' (i.e., r' s.t . H(r') = -.p and either 

comp- of(r') < oomp- of(r) or r and r' are uncomparable (w.r.t. <)) such that 

B(r') s W.pc>(0). But then, -.pis also in Wpo(0) (as W.pc>(0) is a fixpoint of Vp c) thus 

contradicting point 1 abov.e. Indeed, being Wp:>(0) contained in any stable ~odel, it 

is an interpretation (i.e., it is contradiction-free). 0 . 

Thus, in general, W.pc>(0) is a subset of all stable models of 'P (if any). Hence, to 

determine a stable model we have to move beyond W.pc>(0), towards new unfounded

free fixpoints of Wp. Let us show _how this can be done using first an example. 

Example 11 It is easy to see that for the program 7>2 of Figure 4.b both W~(0) = 0 

and PT-p(0) = {-.a, -.b} hold. Bence, by proposition 7, the empty set is not a model 

for 'P2. Now, let us assume that the possibly-true literal -.a is true. By using the w, 

operator, we compute W~({-.a}) = {-.a,b}, which we know to be a stable model. 

Likewise, by assuming the truth of -.b, the stable model {a, -.b} is generated. We note 

that PT-p({-.a,b}) = PTp({a,-.b}) = 0. · 

Let us now take the program 'Pa of Figure 5. It is easy to recognize that Wp0(0) = 0 

and PT-p(0) = {-,p}. Notice that the assumption -.pleads to a contradictio~ (as -.p 

is derived). Thus, no stable model can be generated. 0 

The above example shows us how possibly-true facts play a central role in the 

computation of stable models. In fact, they not only provide a means to check whether 

a justified fixpoint of Wp is a stable model, but they also provide the basis from 

which selecting literals to "force" the computation of Wp in the "right" direction, 

i.e., according to proposition 7, towards new unfounded-free fixpoints of Wp. Next 

we formalize the intuition given by the above example. 

Definition 12 Define the family of functions Choice from 2B" to 2B,: 

{ 
0 if A = 0 

Choice(A) = {a} for any a e A 

0 

Notice that each function in Choice is a non-deterministic function which differs 

from the others in the way an element is chosen from A. 

Definition 13 Let 'P be a program. Define the transformation Vp,c as 

Vp,c(I) : 2.s, +- 28 " 

( ) { Wp(I) u I if Wp(I) :f; I 

Vp,c I = I u C(PT-p(I)) otherwise 

where C e Choice. o 

Note that there are as many transformat ions v,,c as the number of different 

functions C. Now, for a function C e Choice, Vp,c coincides with the transformation 

Wp, but in its fixpoints. In particular, whenever a fixpoint of Wp is reached, a 
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literal is chosen from the associated set of t he possibly-true literals. We point out 

that, in general, for an interpretation I , the application of Vp,c may not yield an 

interpretation (recall that an interpretation is a consistent set of literals). Consider 

now the sequence {V.P.cl inductively defined as follows: V 0 = 0, V" = Vp,c(V"- 1
), 

where, for each natural j, 1 ~ j ~ n, vt~ is an interpretation. It can be easily 

recognized that {V.p c } is monotonically ~creasing. Since the Base of 'P is finite, 

{V.P.c} is upper bo~ded) .so that there exists a natural i such that Vt.c = V.J,,c , for 

each j ~ i. We denote V.J,,c by V.p:'c(0). · 
We next provide some useful properties about the Vp,c transformation. 

Lemma 2 For any C E Choice, M is a fixpoint of Vp,c iff Wp(M) = M and 

PTp(M) =0. 
Proof By definition, M is a fixpoint of Vp,c, for any C E Choice, iff Wp{M) = 

M and M u C(PTp(M)) = M . The latter condition holds iff C{PTp(M)) s; M . . 

Since p E PTp(M) implies p E M, C(PTp(M)) s; M holds iff C(PTp(M)) = 0 iff 

PTp(M) =0. D 

Proposition 9 Let V.p:'c(0) be an interpretation. Then it is a stfble model for 'P. 

Proof. By lemma. 2 and proposition 6, we just need to show that VP,c{0) n 
GUSp(V.pc(0)) = 0. This statement is proved by induction on the number of appli

cations of Vp,c. Let V 0 = 0, V 1 = Y'P,c(V0 ), ••• , V' = Vp,c(V'- 1), •••• In particular, 

we prove that, for each natural i , V' n GUSp(V.p:'c(0)) = 0. 
Basis( i = o): Trivial, as V 0 = 0. 
Induction( i > 0). Let p be a literal in V'- V1- 1• We proceed by contradiction,. as

suming thatp E GUSp(VP,c(0)) . Now, by definition ofVp,c, either (1) p E Wp(V' - 1
) 

or (2) p E PTp(V'-1 ). 

1. p e Wp(V'- 1). Thus, there exists r E ground('P) such t hat H (r ) = p, B(r) ~ 

v•-1 and -.p e GUSp(Vi-1). Note that, since v•-1 n GUSp(VP,c{0)) = 0 

(inductive hypothesis}, r is neither defeated nor overruled in v•- 1 (otherwise 

-.p r1 GUSp(V'- 1)). 

2. p E PTp (V'-1) (i.e, p is a. possibly-true fact) . Hence, by definition 11, there 

exists a ground ruler with head p such that B(r) E v•-t and, further, r is not 

overruled in v•-1• 

Now, v•- 1 n GUSp(VP,c{0)) = 0 and B (r) ~ v•-t imply B (r) n GUSp(VP,c(0)) = 
0. Further, B(r) ~ V-f.'c(0) holds (a.s v'-1 ~ VP,c(0)). Hence, in order p E 

GUSp(VP,c(0)), r must be either defeated or overruled in V.p:'c(0). To this end, there 

must exist a confticti.pg ruler' (i.e., r ' s.t. H (r') = -.p and either comp- of(r') < 
comp- of(r) or r ~d r' are uncomparable (w.r.t. <)) such that B (r' ) ~ V.p:'c(0). 

But then, -.pis also in V.p'c(0) (as V~c{0) is a fixpoint of Vp,c) thus contradicting 

the hypothesis that VP,c{0) is an interpretation (i.e., it is contradiction-free). D 

Corollary 2 Let VP,c{0) be an interpretation. If VP,c{0) = Wpo(0) then it is the 

unique stable model f or 'P. 
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Proof. Trivial. D 

So, we have shown that VP,c(0) , for any C E Choice, is a stable model providod 

that it is an interpretation. Next we prove that if M is a stable model then there exists 

C E Choice such that M = Vpoc(0). In other terms, any unfounded-free fixpoint M 

of Wp, for which PTp(M) = 0, can be computed as the least fixpoint of Vp,o, for 

some C E Choice. 

Proposition 10 Let M "be a atable model for 'P. Then, M = V~c(0) , for 1ome 

C E Choice. 

Proof. By proposition 7, M stable implies (i) M = Wp(M), (ii) P'l'p(M) = 0 
and (iii) M n GJSp(M) = 0. Conditions (i) and (ii) above imply, by lemma 2, 

that M is a fixpoint of Vp,c, for some C E Choice. Thus, it remains to show that 

M is t he least fixpoint V~c(0). To this end, assume by way of contradiction that 

there exists an interpretation N c M s•tch that N = Vp,c (N). Thus, by lemma 2, 

N = Wp(N) and PTp(N) = 0. Further, by the monotonicity of GJSp, we have that 

GUSp(N) ~ aJSp(M) and hence, from point (iii) above, N n GUSp(N) = 0. Thus, 

by proposition 6, N is a stable model for 'P. But this contradicts the ~ality of 

M . o 

7 A Backtracking Algorithm 

We are now in· a position to give an effective. algorithm for the computation of a stable 

model which uses non-determinism and baclctracking. According to proposition 7,. the 

algorithm computes any stable model of a program 'Pas the least fixpoint of the Vp,c 

operator, for some function C E Choice. 

The algorithm implementing the Vp,c transformation is shown in Figure 6. Accord

ing to definition 13, the least fixpoint of Vp,c is computed as a sequence of fixpoints 

of the Wp operator. In particular, the least fixpoint Wpo(0) is first computed. If 

PTp(Wpo(0)) is empty then the computation stops, as the unique stable model of 'P 

has been found (see corollary 2). Otherwise, a choice of an element of P7'p(Wpo(0)) 

is performed and then ·added to Wpo(0). Thus, new derivat ions are enforced by again 

applying the Wp operator and a new fixpoint of Wp is computed. This process is re

iterated until either a contradiction is found or the set of possibly-true facts is empty. 

In the latter case, according to proposition 9, a stable model bas been determined. 

On the contrary, if a contradiction arose, a backtracking to the last choice point is 

performed. Thus, the process continues until a stable model has been found (if any) or 

no more choices are available. We notice t hat the backtracking strategy (from which 

the name Backtracking Fixpoint) is used to implement the Vp,c transformation for 

every possible function in C E Choice. Backtracking is controlled by means of a 

stack whose elements are pairs of the form < I , D1 > where: I is an interpretation, 

and D1 is t he set of the possibly-true literals that have been chosen and t hen dis

carded (as a contradiction arose). Backtrack(AnotherChoice, J, DJ) is a primitive 

that backtracks to the first choice point on the stack, i.e., the first element to which a 

not empty set of further possible choices is still associated (formally, the first element 

such that Pl'p(J) - DJ =/: 0. This primitive returns A notherChoice = f alse if no 
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Backtracking Algorithm 

'rocedure Backtrack(A_notherChoice, I, Dr); 

·egin 
AnotherChoice := false; 
while Stack is not empty and -.AnotherChoice do 

let < J, D J > be the element at the top of Stack 

if PT.,(J) - DJ # 0 then 
AnotherChoice := true; 

'· I=J; Dr=DJ 
else decrement the top; . 

'· 
md. 

)egin 

end while 

}. Stack:= 0; I:= 0; 
10. Stable:= false; AnotherChoice :=true; 

ll. for each interpretation J set D J := 0; 
l2. repeat 
13. repeat 
14. J := I; 
15. 1 := w.,(J); 
16. until! = J ; 
17. if In-..[= 0 then /* no contra{iiction 

18. stable:= (PT.,(l) = 0) 
19. ifstable then A rwtherChoice :=false 

20. else Bo.cktro.ck(AnotherChoice, I, D1) 

21. ifAnotherChoice then 
22. Ar := choice(PT., (I)- Dr); 

23. push Stack(l,Ar U D1); 

24. I :=I u {AI} ; 
25. until stable or -.(AnotherChoice) 
26. if stable then output "I is a stable model" 

27. else output "there is no stable model" 

end 

Figure 6 
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such an element exists. The oommand choice, in tum, represents a nondeterministic 

construct that selects one element from a set. 
To conclude, we remark that the problem of computing stable models for ordered 

logic programs is N P -complete. This result can be proved by showing that this 

problem is in N.P and, further, the stable model semantics for ordered logic programs 

generalizes tbA Datalog stable model semantics, which is known to be N P-complete. 
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Abatract 

We study some properties of SLD-trees related to finite failure. The ~ain 
result is a theorem stating that finite failures are AND-compositional, i.e. that 

the finite failure behavior of conjunctive goa.l.a can be derived from the finit~ 
failure bebavioT of atomic goals. The proof is based on two new lemmata which 

generalize to infinite derivations theorems which ue valid for successful ~d 
finitely failed derivations. A side result is the proof that the non-gTound firu\e 

(ailuJ:e set is correct and fully abstract wrt finite failures. 

1 Introduction 

The operational semantics of (positive) logic programs is usually based on SLD-trees. 
Several operational properties, useful for reasoning about programs, can be extracted 
from an SLD-tree. Examples are SLD-derivations, resultants, partial answers, com
puted answers, finite failures . All these properties, that we call observablu, can _be 
obtained as abstractions of the SLD-tree. The study of the observables may prov1de 
a new insight into the operational semantics and results that can be helpful in the 

theory of logic programs. . . . 
Sometimes it is useful to associate an observable with a denotation, which 1S a 

mathematical object which characterizes the behavior of a program with respect to 
that observable. This is the approch chosen in the a-semantics for the computed 

answers observable [3, 4] and in [5, 6, 2] for other less abstract observ.ables. . 
In both the above mentioned examples it tums out that a lot of mterestmg the

orems about the observable can more naturally be stated and proved if expressed in 
terms of the denotation. The relat ion between the observable and the denotation can 
be understood in terms of the concepts of correctness and full abstraction. 

Let 0 be the observable, i.e. an abstraction of the SLD-trees. o induces an obser
vational equivalence ~o on programs. Two programs are equivalent according to ~o, 
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if they are observationally indistinguishable wrt o. Now, assume D(P) is a denot~ 
tion of program P. Then D is correct with respect too, if D(P1) = D(P2) implies 
P1 ~o P2. Dis also fully abstract if Pt ~o P2 implies D(PI) = D(P2). A denot,ation 
useful to discuss an observable must be correct with respect to it. In addition, if it is 

fully abstract, it enjoys a kind of minimality property. 
In this paper we consider the properties of finite failUJ:es, following the above 

mentioned approach. After showing that the standard finite failure set is too weak 
as a denotation for characterizing fini te failures , we define a denotation which is cor
rect and fuUy abstract with respect to finite failures . The main technical result is 

and-compositionality. And-compositionality is one of the most important properties 
already proved for the above mentioned observable&. It is related to the fact that 
the observable behavior of conjunctive goals can be derived from the observable be
haviors of atomic goals. And-compositionality allows us to build a denotation by 
considering atomic goals only. It is straightforward to show that if a denotation 
is and-compositional it is also correct. Our main theorem will then be the and
compositionality theorem. The result is technically quite complex and relies on a set 
of properties of (fair) SLD-trees, which are of some interest by themselves. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 3 we show that the Finite Failure 
set is not correct and we define the denotation NGF F introduced in [8]. Section 4 
contains the proof of the and-compositionality theorem and all the related lemmata. 
Finally section 5 shows that N G F F is also fully abstract. 

2 Preliminaries 

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the terminology of and the basic results in 

the semantics of logic programs (9, 1). Let the signatureS of a program P consist of 
the set LP of fun ction simbols, a finite set llp of predicate symbols, a denumerable set 
V of variable Sfmbols. All the definitions in the following will assume a given signature 
S. LetT be the set ofterms built on Lp and V. Variable-free terms are called ground. 

A substitution is a mapping t9: V-+ T such that the set Dom(t9) = {XI t9(X) :f. X) 
(domain of t9) is fi.nite. If W C V , we denote by t9w(Y) the restriction of t9 to the 
variables in W, i.e. -'1w(Y) for Y (/. W . e denotes the empty substitution. The 
composition t1 · u of the substitutions t1 and u is defined as functional composition. 
If Dom(t1) n Dom(u) = 0 we can define the 11nion of the substitutions t1 and u as 
(t1 U u)(X) = Xt1 if X E Dom(t9) , X u otherwise. A renaming is a substitution p 

for which there exists the inverse p-1 such that pp- 1 = p-1p =e. The pre-ordering 
~ (more general than) on substitutions is such that t1 ~ CT iff there exists t1' such 
that D · t1' = u . The result of the application of the substitution t1 to a term t is 

an instance oft denoted by tt9. We define t ~ t' (tis more general than t') iff there 
exists t9 such that tt1 = t' . A substitution t1 is grounding fort if tt1 is ground . The 
relation ~ is a preorder. ~ denotes the associated equivalence relation (variance) . 

A substitution t9 is a unifier of terms t and t' if tt1 = t't1. The most general 11nijier 

of t1 and t2 is denoted by mgu(t., t2). All the above definitions can be extended to 
other syntactic expressions in the obvious way. An atom is an object of the form 

p(tl' .. . , tn), where p E llp and ft' ... I tn belong toT. A clause is a formula or the 
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~orm H : -£1 , •. . , Ln , with n ~ 0, where H (the heacl) and Lt , ... , Ln (the body) 

:ue atoms. ":-" and "," denote logic implication and conjunction respectively, and 

:LU the variables are universally quantified. If the body is empty the clause is a unit 

clause. A program is a finite set of clauses. A goal is a formula - Lt , .. . , Ln, 

where each La is an atom. By V ar(E) we denote the set of variables occurring in 

the expression E. The Herbrand base Bp for Pia the set of all the ground atoms 

belonging to the signature of the program P. A Herbrand interpretation is any subset 

of Bp. The ertended Herbrand base Bv for P is any subset of all the atoms built 

with the predicate symbols llp applied to the set of function symbols Lp and to 

the set of variables V . If G is a goal, G-!.. P,R Bt , ... , Bn denotes an SLD derivation 

with the selection rule R of Bt, ... , Bn in the program P, where t1 is the comJ><)6ition 

of the mgu's used in the derivation. G -!..P,R 0 denotes the refutation of Gin the 

program P with computed answer substitution t1. A computed answer substitution is. 

always restricted to the variables occurring in G. We will denote by X and i a tuple 

of distinct variables and a tuple of terms respectively, while iJ will denote a (p088ible 

empty) conjuction of atoms. We extend now the preorder on atoms by defining a 

preorder on conjunctions of a toms. 
1 

Definition 2.1 At , ... , At $At, ... , At if fori= I , ... , k Ai $ Ai. 

D efinition 2.2 At, ... ,At < At , ... ,At if3 J = {it , . . . ,iJ} ~ {I, .. . , 1} and 

J :f:. 0 such that A, < Ai 't/i E J and A.~ A;v. E {I, ... I!:} \J. 

3 Which semantics for finite failure 

We first define the obsei vational equivalence relat ion ~FF. induced on programs by 

the finite failures observable. 

Definition 3.1 Let Pt and P2 be positive programs, G be a positive goal and Tt and 

T2 he SLD-trees (defined by a fa ir selection rule) for G in P1 and P2 respectively. 

Then Pt ~FF P 2 if, for every goal G , Tt is finitely failed if and only ifT2 is finitely 

failed. 

As we will show now, the standard semantics, i.e. the ground finite failure set, ia 

not able to model the behavior of finite failure. Namely, the ground finite failure set 

cannot distinguish programs which have different sets of goals having a fair finitely 

failed SLD-tree. 
The finite failure set F Fp is the set of a.ll the ground atoms which finitely fail in 

P. 

FFp = { A I A is a ground atom and- A has a finitely failed SLD-tree }. 

lt is easy to note that F Fp is not correct with respect to ~FF· Here is a counterex

ample. 

Example 3.1 

Pt : p(t(l)):-p(l) 

s(a) 
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P2 : p(t(l)) : -p(l),p(a) 

a(a) 

Pa and P2 have the same finite failure •et. 

FFp, = FFp~ = { p(a),p(f(a)),p(/(/(l;J))), ... 

&(/(a)), 1(/(/( a))), &(/(/(/(a)))), ... } 

However the goal- p(X) has a fair finitely failed SLD-tree in P2 while - p(X) ha& 

an infinite fair SLD-tree in Pt. 

The set F Fp is not adequate for modeling the finite failure of non-ground goals. 

Our aim is to find a semantics which can distinguish programs which are not 

observationally equivalent wrt the finite failure behavior. In other words, we want to 

find a semantics CT which is correct wr~ ~FF, i.e. the following relation must bold: 

The semantics we consider is the non-ground finite failure &et. It is the set of atomic 

goals which have at least a finitely failed SLD-tree. Namely, 

NGFFp ={A I -A bas a finitely failed SLD-tree }. 

NGF Fp was first introduced in [8], where an equivalent bottom-up definition of 

NGFF is also given. 
We will show that NGFFp is correct wrt the equivalence ~FF, that is, given two 

programs P and Q, iC NGF Fp = NGF Fq then if G finitely fails in Pit also finitely 

fails in Q and vice versa. 
A diiect proof of the correctness of NGF Fp can be found in [7] . Alternatively 

one can prove a stronger property, i.e. that NGFFp is and-compositional. This is 

the approach taken in this paper . The fact that NGF F is and-compositional implies 

that it also correct wrt the equivalence relation ~FF · In fact, since NGFFp is the 

set of atomic goals finitely failed in P, if we can, on the basis of this information, 

decide whenever a compound goal finitely fails in P, then it is not possible to find a 

goal whkh finitely fails in P and not in Q or vice versa, if N GFFp = NGFFq. 

We will often use the complement of NGFFp, called NGFFp and defined as 

Bv fNGF Fp, where Bv is the extended Herbrand base. An equivalent characteriza-

tion can be given as 

NGFFp = {A 13 "'such that - A"' has a successful SLD-tree or an infinite fair 

SLD-tree}. 

4 NGF Fp is and-compositional 

And-compositionality is relevant because it implies correctness. However it has a great 

relevance by itself. In fact, it is very useful to find a way to simulate the execution of 

a goal in the "semantics of a program P ", in order to obtain the same result which 

one would obtain by compu ting the same goal in the program P . 
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The problem of determining whether a compound goal G finitely fails, by knowing 

whether -A finitely fails, for each A belonging toG, is a hard problem, as shown 

by the following example. 

Example 4.1 

pl : p(a.) 

q(b):-q(b) 
a(a) 

NGFFp1 = {p(a), p(X),q(b), q(X),s(a),&{X)} The goal G =- p(X),q(X) finitely 

fails in Pt and both p(X) and q(X) belong to NGF Fp1
• 

Example 4.2 

P2: p(X) :-p(X) 

q(b) 
a(a.) 

t 

NGFFp, = {p(a),p(b),p(X),q(b),q(X),s(a),s(X)} The goal G has an inftnite fair 

SLD-tree in P2 and both p(X) and q(X) belong to NGFFp,. 

The problem shown by the above examples is the following. Consider first the pro

gram Pt. Both p(X) and q(X) belong to NGF Fp because they have a successful 

SLD-tree and an infinite fair SLD-tree respectively. However, the SLD-trees instan

tiate the variables occurring in the goal computing incompatible substitutions for X . 

This is shown by the presence of p(a) and q(b) in NGF Fp1 • Hence, for p(X) both 

substitutions {X/a} and {X/6} are possible. In program P2 , on the contrary, p(X) 

has a.n infinite SLD-tree, which does not instantiate the variables occurring in the 

goal. q(X) has a. successful tree which computes the substitution {X/b}. This is 

shown by the presence of p(b) in NGFFp1 • One could try to solve this problem, 

by considering ground atoms only in N G F F. This is not correct, as shown by the 

following example. 

Example 4.3 

Pa : q(f(I)) :-q(l) 

p(l) 

NGFFp3 = { q(X),q(f(X)),q(f(J(X))), . •. 

p(X),p(/(X)),p(/(/(X))), ... 

p(a),p(f(a)),p(f(f(a))),. . . }. 

The goal - p(X), q(X) does not finitely fail in Ps. Both p(X) and q(X) belong to 

NGFFp3 but there exists no pair of ground atoms belonging to NGFFp3 
showing a 

compatible substitution for p(X) and q(X). 
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Since we need to characterize also infinite objects, we extend the usual notion or 

extended Herbrand Universe, Base a.nd Interpretation to continuous ones, thus a.l-

. lowing the characterization of infinit.e objects, computed by infinite derivations. We 

need to embed the extended Herbrand Universe into a complete domain. In order to 

achieve our aim we follow the approach presented in [8] . ln the following a continuous 

Herhrand Universe wiJJ he considered. 
We will now formalize what we have understood from the previous examples. Let 

us first introduce the Min( I) operator, where I is a subset ofthe continu06 Herhrand 

Base. 

Definition 4.1 Min(I) = {t I t E I and J3 t', t' f:. t nch that t' ~ t t' E I} 

Min captures the essential component of I, i.e. the component that was involved 

in the previous examples. 
The proof of the a.nd-comp06itionality theorem is based on properties of infinite

derivations, stated by lemmata4.3 and 4.4. These lemmata generalize to two classes of 

infinite derivations the following two well known results about successful and finitely 

failed derivations. 

Lemma 4.1 (Successful derivations) {9] If the goal G has a successful SLD-tree 

in P 
1 

with c~mputed answer substitution fJ', then GfJ has a succeuful SLD-tree in P 1 

for every substitution fJ such that t'J ~ t'J' . 

Lemma 4.2 (Finitely failed derivations) {1] If the goal G has a finitely failed 

SLD-tree in P via R (where R is a fair selection rule) then also GfJ has a finitel11 

Jailed SLD-tree for every. substitution t'J. 

We want to find a similar property for infinite SLD-trees computed by fair selection 

rules. In other words, we want to be able to say something concerning the behavior 

of the goal GfJ, once we know that the goal G has an infinite SLD-tree. · 

In order to achieve our aim we need to distinguish two kinds of infinite derivations 

ror a given goal G. 

• The substitutions computed during the infinite derivation of G keep instanti

ating the variables occurring in the goal G. This derivation is called perpetual 

infinite derivation. 

• There exists k, such that all the substitutions computed at steps whose depth is 

~ k, do not instantiate the variables occurring in the goal·G and instantiate only 

variables introduced in the derivation. Such a derivation is called non-perpetual 

infinite derivation. 

Let us give now the formal definition of perpetual derivation. 

Definition 4 .2 Let d be an infinite derivation in the fair SLD-tree for the goal G. 

Let f}i be the substitution computed at the i-th resolution step. Then d is a perpetual 

infinite derivation if Vi 3n 
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'he following example is meant to help understanding the concept of perpetual infinite 

erivation. 

;xample 4.4 

P : p(f(l)) :-p(I) 

q(I) :-t(l) 

t(b):-t(l) 

The goal +- p(X) has an infinite perpetual derivation, while the goal +- q(X) has an 

infin ite SLD-tru. with an infinite derivation which, on the contrary, is not perpetual. 

It is worth noting that if dis a non-perpetual derivation for .the goal Gin P, then 3k 

such that 'Vi, i ~ k 

t'J = (t'Jo · t?t · ••. · t?t)jVcsr• (G) is called the definite answer for ,the non-perpetual 

derivation d. 
Now we have all the notions which are necessary to state the following lemma, 

whose proof can be found in (1). 

Lemma 4.3 (Non-perpe tual infinite derivations) Let G be 4 goal and R be 4 

fair selection rule. Assume that G has an infinite SLD-tree via R, with at least one 

non-perpetual infinite derivation d, with definite answer t'J' . Consider now the SLD

tree of Gt'J, t'J ~ t'J', via the selection rule R' which selects, at every resolution step, 

that atom in Gt'J, which is in the same position of the one selected by R in G. Then 

Gt'J has an infinite SLD-tree via R' with a non-perpetual derivation which has c as 

definite answer. 

Lemma 4.3. gives a property for fair SLD-trees of Gt'J, t'J ~ t'J', once we know that 

the goal G has an infinite fair SLD-tree with a definite answer t'J' for an infinite 

non-perpetual derivation . 

We want to find a similar result for a goal Gt'J, in the case where G bas an infinite 

fair SLD-tree with a perpetual derivation. To this aim, it is useful to distinguish 

which are the variables belonging to the goal G which are going to be instantiated 

infinitely many times in a given derivation and which are the ones that will not be 

instantiated anymore after a suitable resolution depth. 

Definition 4.3 (Perpe tual variables) Let P be a program, G be a goal having at 

least one infinite perpetual derivation d . . Let 

be 1he substitutions computed at each resolution step in the derivation d, rutricted 

to the variables in Vars( G). The set of perpetual variables of G, Per{ G) u de

fined as follows . Per(G)={Xt, ... ,X,}, where {Xt, ... ,X,) ~ Vars(G) and "'X E 
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{X 11 ••• , X,} the term bound to X is instantiated infinitely many times by the nb

stitutions t'J1 , t'J2,. . .. Namely, for every X there exists an infinite set of indexes of 

substitutions { Bt 1 s2 , ••• } such that 

The perpetual variables of a goal G, in a given derivation , are then the variables which 

are instantiated infinitely many times during an infinjte perpetual derivation. · 

In the following we will sometimes use the complement of the set Per( G) wrt to 

the set of all the variables occurring in G. 

D efinition4.4 P er(G) = {X1 , ••• 1 Xn} such that for every X, E {Xt, . . . ,Xn} , 

X, E Vars(G) and X,¢ Per(G). · 

From the definitions of Per( G) and of perpetual derivation, we can easily prove that 

there exists a resolution depth A:, such that the variables in Per( G) are not instantiated 

anymore by the substitutions computed by resolution steps of depth > A:. Namely 

there exists A: such that 'Vr, r > k 

-'t1-P <a> = t'J,._ >' where t'J,. is the sub~titution computed at the r-th 
•r IPn( O 

resolution step. "• - is called the partial perpetual answer for the goal G and 

IP .. (O) 

the perpetual i.nfinite derivation we are analyzing. The following lemma, whose proof 

is in [7] , characterizes the behavior of Gt'J', if .:J' ~ i9 and i9 is the partial perpetual 

answer for the goal G, where G has at least one perpetual derivation. 

Lemma 4.4 {Perpetual infinite de rivations) Let G he a goal and R be a fair 

selection rule. Assume that G has an infinite S LD-tree tJia R, with at leut one 

perpetual infinite derivation d, with partial perpetual answer t'J' . Consider now the 

SLD-tree of Gt'J, t'J ~ t'J' and Dom( t'J) = Dom( 19'), via the selection rule R' which 

selects, at every resolution step, that Ill om in Gt'J, which is in the same position of the 

one selected by R in G. Then Gt'J has an infinite SLD-tru. via R' with at least one 

perpetual derivation. 

We are now ready to state the main and-compositionality theorem. The charac

terization of a compound goal will be obtained by "computing" the goal in the fini te 

failure semantics N G F F . To this aim we apply the Min operator to the interpreta

tion NGFFp. 

The following theorem states that a goal G =+- At , ... , At bas a finitely failed 

SLD-tree in P iff there does not exist a substitution t'J such that for every atom A, in 

G, A,t'J belongs to the set Min(NGFFp). 

Theorem 4.1 (And-compositionality) The goal G =+- A1 , •.. , At has a finitely 

failed S LD-tree in P if and only if 

!Jt'J : A,t'J E Min(NGFFp) for i=l ... k. 

Proof 
In the following the set NGFFp will be called u(P). 
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:::::} 

Assume that - At 1 ••• 1 A& has a finitely failed SLD-tree in P and that 3" 

A;11 E Min(q(P)) f ori= 1, .. . ,k. 
Since M in(q(P)) is a subset of q(P) , then no atom A;11 bas a finitely failed SLD-tree. 

Since Vi A," E q(P)1 we can have two cases related to the behavior of the compound 

goal G. 

1. Every goal - A;11 bas a successful or infinite fair SLD-tree, which, in the first 

case, has an empty answer substitution and, in the second case, bas an infinite 

derivation, such that the substitution computed at each resolution step, does not 

instantiate variables occurring in G. Then the compound goal- A1l1, . . . ,A&11 

has a successful fair SLD-tree or an infinjte SLD-tree. 

Together with the assumption that the goal - {A1, . . . , A&)11 had a firutely 

failed fair SLD-tree, this gives the contradiction. 

2. There exists an A" for which the above case 1 does not apply. A11" E q(P) 

and A11 11 bas not a successful or infirute fair SLD-tree. Then there exists a 

substitution 11' such that 

¢:= 

A,_t9 $ A11"' 

and - A11 11' has a successful or an infinite fair SLD-tree which, in the first 

case, has an empty answer substitution and, in the second case, has an infinite 

derivation, such that the substitution computed at eacll resolution step does not 

instantiate variables occurring in G. 
If this were the case, A11l1 would not belong to Min(q(P)), by definition of the 

Min operator. 

Assume that 
lJ t1 A;t? E Min(q(P)) , fori = 1, . . . , 1, and 
the goal - A1 , .•. , A& does not fiiDtely fail in P . 
We have the following cases. 

1. - At, ... , A1: has a successful fair SLD-tree. Then there exists at least a com

puted answer t1 such that - {A1, . .. , A&)d has a successful fait SLD-tree. By 

lemma4.1, 
V 114 grounding substitution for (At, ... ,A&)11 

-(At, ... ,At)(l1 · do) has a successful fair SLD-tree ~ 

Vi A;(t9 · t94 ) has a successful fair SLD-tree ~ 

Vi A;(t? · "4) E q(P). 

Since V i A; ( t9 · t9 0 ) is ground, 

Vi A;{t? · " 4 ) E Min(q(P)) . 

By hypothesis such a substitution did not exist. 
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2. - A1, ... , A1: has an infinite fair SLD-tree with at least one non-perpetual 

derivation. Let 114 be a grounding substitution for (A1 , ... , At)"i11 
where iJ is 

the definite answer substitution. By lemma 4.3 

(A1 , ... , A1:)(ij · 110 ) has an infinite fair SLD-tree with a non-perpetual 

infinite derivation, which has an empty definite answer. Hence 

Vi A;{i1 · do) E tr(P). 

Since Vi A;("i1 · "o) is ground 

Vi At(i1 · 11.) E Min(q(P)). 

By hypothesis such a substitution did not exist. 

3. - At , ... , At has an infinite SLD-tree with at least one perpetual derivation . 

Then there exists a partial perpetual answer t1 such that 

Dom(t?) s; P er( G) and, by lemma 4.4, (A1, ... ,At)!? has an infinite, fair SLD

tree with a perpetual infinite derivation. 
Let 11 4 be a grounding substitution for all the variables belonging to Per(G) . 

Namely 

Vars((Alt ... I A.t )(t9 . do)) n Per( G)= 0 and Dom(11o) n Per( G)= e. 

Since +- (A1, .. . , A1:)(t? · 1?0 ) has a fair SLD-tree with at least one perpetual 

derivation, by lemma 4.4 

If, for some i , Vars(A;(I1 · 1?0 )) = 0 then A; (l1· 1?0 ) is ground and 

A;(t9 · 11o) E Min(q(P)) . 
There exists at least one i such that AJ(t? · 1?0 ) is not ground, since Dom(t? · 

114 ) n Per( G) = 0. 
This is due to our choice of t90 and to the definition of partial perpetual answer. 

Since we are considering an infinite perpetual derivation of the SLD-tree for tho 

goal - A1, ... , A1: then Per(At, .. . , At) 'I 0. 

Let us consider Aj such that Vars(Aj) 'I 0. 
Since -(At, . .. , A&)(11 · 1?0 ) has a perpetual infinite derivation 

there exist infinitely many substitutions t?r, where t9r is the substitution com

puted at the r-th resolution step, restricted to Vars( G) 

V r (A1 , ... ,At)(!? · 1?0 • 11r) does not fail ~ 

V r Aj(" · 114 · t9r) E q(P) so 

A;(t? · do· t?r) E q(P) 

Ai(11 · t9o · t1r+l) E q(P) 
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Recalling that Vars((Aj(tJ · 114 )) ~ Per(G), we can always find indexes of 

substitutions, computed during the infinite perpetual derivation, such that 

Aj(11· 11a)11, 1 < Aj(11· 11a)11,2 < ...... where Bj < Si if j < i. 

There exists an infinite descending chain of instances of the atom Aj(tJ · tJ4 ), 

which belong to c:r(P),which are Aj(tJ · 114 )17,1 , Aj(tJ · 11 4 )tJ,,, . ... 

Then there exists a representative of limit of the Cbauchy sequence A; ( 11 · 11 4 )11,, 

computed with the metric in [8], which stiU belongs to c:r(P). 

This representative of the limit element belongs also to the set M in(c:r(P)). This 

is because the chain is infinite and there exists no other atom, not belonging to 

the chain, which is more instantiated than all the atoms in an infinite descending 

chain. 
It is worth noting that our argument for Aj holds for every atom belonging to 

the goal such that Vars(AJ(tJ · 194 )) :F 0. ' 

Since all the computed substitutions are the same for every Aj, then 

there exists a substitution (11· tJ4 • 11tim) such that 

Vi Ai(11 · 11a · 17um) E Min(c:r(P)). 

By hypothesis, such a substitution does not exist. 0 

We consider now examples 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 to show bow the above result can be 

applied. For the sake of simplicity, when it will be easy to check, we will write 

p(%)11 instead of p(i)0, where a is an ideal of substitutions, if 11 is the substitution 

represented by the ideal e. 
Example 4.5 

f1: p (a) 
q(b):-q(b) 

a(a) 

NGFFp1 = {p(a),p(X),q(b),q(X),s(a),s(X)} 

Min(NGFFpJ = {p(a),q(b),s(a)}. 

The goal+- p(X), q(X) has a finitely failed fair SLD-tree in P1 since there exists no 

11 such that (p(X),q(X))11 E Min(NGFFpJ. 

Example 4.6 

P2: p(I) :-p(I) 

q(b) 
s(a) 

NGF Fe = {p(a),p(b),p(X), q(b), q(X), s(a), s(X)} 

Min(N FFp1
) = {p(a),p(b),q(a), s(a)} 

The goal~ p(X), q(X) does not have a finitely failed fair SLD-tree in P1 since there 

exist11 t'J = {X/b) such that (p(X),q(X))tJ E Min(NGFFpJ. 

Example 4.7 
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P3: q(f(I)) :-q(I) 

p(I) 

q()(),q(f(Jr)),q(f(f(Jr)}), .. . 

p(X),p(f(X)),p(l(f(X))), .. . 

p(a),p(f(a)),p(f(f(a))), .. . }. 

Min(NGFFp.) = {p(X)e, q(X)e, q(a), q(f(a)), q(f(f(a))), .. . } 

a={£, {z = / (z)}, {z = f(/(z))}, ... I {z = P(z)}, . .. } 

and 11 = r'(z) is the substitution represented by the ideal of substitutions e. 
The goal +- p(X), q(X) does not finitely fail in P3 since there exists the IJUbstitution 

tJ, which binds X to the limit element r'(X) such that 

(p(X),q(X))IY E Min(NGFFp,). 

l t is worth noting that the set Min(NGFF) does not in general contain ground 

atoms only, as shown by the last example. In general Min(NGFF) contains ground 

atoms and non-ground atoms which are representatives of the limits of infinite chains . 

. As we have already explained at the begining of this section the and-compositio

nality of NGFFp implies that NGFFp is also correct wrt ~FF· 

Corollary 4.1 (Correctness) Let P and Q be programs. 

If NGFFp = NGFFq then P ~FF Q 

5 NGFF(P) is fully abstract 

We have just proved that NGFFp is correct wrt finite failures and it is also and

compositional. The correctness wrt the observational behavior we want to model is a 

necessary property for any sensible semantics. 

There exists also another property we can be interested in, i.e. full abstractiou . 

Full abstraction means that if two programs have the same behavior, then they musl. 

have the same semantics, i.e. 

P1 ~FF P2 ~ c:r(Pt) = c:r(P,) 

In the case of finite failures the full abstraction property guarantees that the semantics 

is "minimal" and t here exists no better semantics. 

The following theorem states that NGF F is indeed fully abstract wrt ~FF · 

Theorem 5.1 (Full a bstraction) Let P and Q be two programs. 

If P ~FF Q then NGFFp = NGFFq. 

Proof 
Assume P ~FF Q and NGFFp :F NGFFq. Then we are in one of the following 

cases 
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• 3A: A E NGFFp and A fl. NGFFQ. Then if we consider the goal G =+-A, 

G bas a finitely failed fair SLD-tree in P but G bas no finitely failed SLD-tree 

in Q. This gives a contradiction. 

• 3A: A E NGFFQ and A fl. NGFFp. Then ifwe consider the goal G =+-A, G 

bas no finitely failed fair SLD-tree in Q but G has not a finitely failed SLD-tree 

in P. This gives a contradiction. o 

6 Conclusion 

We have shown that N G F F is correct, fully abstract and and-compositional wrt finite 

~ailures. 
The problem of defining a denotation correct (and fully abstract) with respect to 

finite failures was an open problem in the theory of logic programs, interesting in the 

framework of program trasformations. In fact , if we want a program trasformation 

technique to preserve the semantics, we should require it to preserve computed answers 

and finite failures, i.e. the s-semantics (which models computed ,answers) and our 

finite failures semantics NGFF. 
The and-compositionality theorem might be useful to simplify the proof of the 

usual theorems 'concerned with finite failures and the related theory of Negation as 

Failure. 
We have not considered in this paper another property one can be interested in, 

i .e. compositionality wrt union of clauses, sometimes called or-compositionality. Or

compositionality is important if one wants to he able to reason about programs in 

a modular way. It is easy to realize that NGF F is not or-compositional. An or

compositional semantics for finite failures can he found in [7]. It consists of more 

concrete abstractions of SLD-trees, namely sequences of resultants. The semantics is 

also and-compositional but not fully abstract. 
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